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Youngest dentist in Germany to establish a purely private practice
Dissertation on “Amalgam invasion in teeth”
First fully ceramic inlays
Certification as dentist specializing in naturopathy
Certification as dentist specializing in implantology
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First fully ceramic zirconia crowns
Establishment of Bodensee Zahnklinik AG and Bodensee Dentaltechnik AG
Establishment of Medical Masters AG
Development of first zirconia ceramic implants
Establishment of Tagesklinik Konstanz
Establishment of Z-Systems GmbH
First CE certification for a ceramic implant
Development of the first two-part reversible screw-retained ceramic implant, the SDS 2.0
Insertion of first implants with ultrasound using polylactide welding
Establishment of SDS Swiss Dental Solutions AG
Development of sonic weld membrane welding for GBR technology
Development of the SDS 1.1 hybrid implant
Chairman of the International Society of Metal-Free Implantology (ISMI)
Development of the Dr. Volz SCC Short Cut Concept
Formulation of the Dr. Volz Biological Dentistry concept
Establishment of the SWISS BIOHEALTH CLINIC and development of the ALL IN ONE concept
Establishment of the SWISS BIOHEALTH EDUCATION CENTER
Establishment of SWISS BIOHEALTH VITAL and SDS Swiss Dental Solutions USA, Inc.
Establishment of the SWISS BIOHEALTH ACADEMY and the SOUL FOOD vegan café and takeaway
Re-elected as Chairman of ISMI e.V.
Launch of the SDS ceramic implants in the US
Foundation of the Scientific Academy for Blood Concentrates, Biological Dentistry and Ceramic
Implants (SABBC)
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Changes in our environment
If we take a conscious look at the global changes occurring
in our environment, we notice some trends running in parallel: On the one hand, an exponential increase in the loss of
intact ecosystems and the species they harbor. On the
other, an exponential increase in chronic diseases and a
similarly exponential increase in the strain on our immune
systems (Fig. 1). This is, however, being met by an exponential increase in organic nutritional and behavioral concepts.

CHRONIC DISEASES
Chronic diseases, such as cancer, Lyme disease, ALS, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, MS, Crohn’s disease,
diabetes mellitus, bronchial asthma and chronic fatigue
syndrome, are increasing at an explosive rate, and the
extrapolation of the curves shows that within a few years,
everyone living in the Western world will be affected by at
least one of these diseases(1). Numbers among children are
also on the rise, with one in every 59 eight-year-olds suffering from autism, for example(2).
Multiple sclerosis, ALS, autoimmune diseases
In Germany alone, for example, the incidence of MS
increased from around 100,000 cases per year to approximately 150,000 cases per year from 2004 to 2009. The
annual incidence rate (number of new cases) in Germany is
eight cases for every 100,000 inhabitants. Women are three
times more frequently affected than men(3). In the United
States, with the introduction of copper amalgam in 1976, its
incidence escalated from one year to the next, from about
8,000 new cases per year to 123,000 new cases(4). Subsequently, the incidence rate for every 100,000 US citizens
rose from 34.8 in 2001 to 46.3 in 2014(5). In Norway, the incidence of MS rose from 1.9 to 8.0 for every 100,000 inhabitants, while the prevalence (number of sufferers) increased
tenfold. Vitamin D deficiency is considered a risk factor(6).
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) was virtually unknown
20 years ago. Today, its incidence worldwide has already
increased to 2.6 individuals, with a prevalence of six, for
every 100,000 inhabitants(7). Around 6,000 American citizens are diagnosed with ALS every year(8). Northern countries are more severely affected, which could be indicative
of the correlation with vitamin D3 deficiency. The number
of deaths caused by ALS increases by 60% each decade.
Most patients are given a life expectancy of two to five
years(9). Comparing the rise in the ALS death rate (Fig. 2)
with the increase in root canal treatments reveals an alarming parallelism: Around one million root canal procedures
were carried out in the US in 1975. It is estimated that the
number of root canal procedures carried out in the US in
2006 was around 22.3 million and that more than 41,000
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root canal treatments are still performed each day(10,11). In
Germany, around 7 million teeth were endodontically
treated under public health insurance in 2017(12).
Widespread chronic diseases also include autoimmune diseases. At present, an estimated 23.5 million Americans suffer from these diseases. In Germany, they affect around 5%
of the population. Autoimmune diseases compromise
almost every system in our body. They can affect the nervous system and mind (autism, depression), our joints, muscles, skin, hormonal glands, heart and other organs. The
increasing burden posed by germs, environmental toxins,
allergens, stress and poor diet are considered to be the
cause(13).

BEGINNING OF A CHANGE IN MINDSET
Thankfully, with the prevalence of chronic diseases veritably
exploding, people are forced to adjust their mindsets and
strive for a healthier, “organic” way of life: In standard supermarkets, organic products are, proportionally speaking, the
best-selling products, with specialist organic shops such as
“Alnatura” in Germany or “Whole Foods” in the US sprouting up left, right and center. Ever more restaurants’ menus
feature gluten-free dishes or dishes recognized as being
healthy and free from additives. The reduction of harmful
substances in textiles, the conservation of natural resources
and success stories of the likes of Tesla’s electric cars and
many other examples all send a clear message. Even for the
cigarette, a product quite obviously detrimental to our
health, there is now an “organic” version of each brand.
What is interesting is that, nowadays, the profile of the
“organic consumer” spans both the “esoteric environmentalist” and the social elite. Could it be that Darwin’s principle
of natural selection is once again at play? Unfortunately,
with certain factors in our environment posing an increasingly acute threat to our health, this change in mindset is a
matter of urgency.

IMPORTANT CAUSES OF DISEASE
The pathogenetic factors include increasing electromagnetic radiation in the form of high gigahertz frequencies
used in mobile communications, Wi-Fi and DECT technology. The radioactive burden is also steadily increasing, surging exponentially in the aftermath of accidents like
Fukushima. Furthermore, the addition of titanium oxide
(E171) to medicines, cosmetics, sunscreen, oral contraceptives, toothpaste, chewing gum and even food products,
such as yoghurt, mozzarella, instant soup and sweets, is
rendering titanium intolerance more widespread—a sub-
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Figure 1: Increase in the incidence of a number
of autoimmune diseases(1)

Figure 2: Number of deaths from ALS per
year(14)

stance still widely used in implantology and traumatology(15,16). Yet, even in its purest form, “grade 1 titanium” still
contains up to 0.20% iron. It may also contain traces of
nickel(18). This is an alarming fact when you consider that, in
Europe alone, around 65 million citizens are allergic to
nickel(19). Nickel causes the greatest number of contact
allergies. The 2007 REACH regulation attempted to protect
the European population from excessively high degrees of
nickel exposure. Nonetheless, some 8–18% of citizens still
incur allergic reactions to nickel. Women are more frequently affected than men(20).

doctors’ practices show that the majority of chronic diseases were decreasing until the point of nationwide mobile
network coverage, but have been increasing more and more
ever since (Fig. 3 pg. 8):

Stress as a cause of disease
The alarming rise of chronic diseases is based on one common cause: The overwhelming increase in stress, which
causes our immune system to shut down (imbalance
between the sympathetic and the parasympathetic system)
(21,22)
.
This also includes stress triggered by negative emotions in
relationships and work environments and our increasingly
hectic lives, in which technology is omnipresent and we are
expected to be permanently available.

EMF as a cause of disease
The second major factor is the exponential rise of artificial
electromagnetic fields (EMF). A study conducted in Swiss

Children are especially vulnerable to mobile communications radiation and electromagnetic fields(23–29). There have
been reports about tumors of the brain and other organs,
compromised sperm quality and oxidative stress in connection with electromagnetic radiation(30–41). The WHO also
classifies high-frequency electromagnetic fields as potentially carcinogenic among humans(42). The dangers of the
5G network, which is currently being introduced despite
widespread criticism from scientists, are impossible to estimate. According to the current state of scientific knowledge, the German Federal Office for Radiation Protection
(Bundesamt für Strahlenschutz, BFS) “does not anticipate
negative health effects but does see some open questions..”(43) The BFS bases its observations on just a few
research results and highlights the need for additional
research. On its website, the BFS warns against the possible
effects on the skin and eyes of high-frequency electromagnetic fields in the mili- or centimeter-wave range, i.e. close
to the body surface. It seems no negative repercussions for
inner organs(43), although many studies have found evidence to suggest 5G(44-48), which is 1000 times stronger
than 4G, will cause damage.
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Stress factors in the oral cavity
The third stress factor —the major one for chronically ill
patients— is the oral cavity and the teeth acting as a bioreactor for viruses, bacteria and fungi, and a source of toxins
and inflammation mediators.
Heavy metals in amalgam fillings and other dental alloys as
well as allergens from plastic and alloy components may
also have a pathogenic effect. Their impact on the immune
system is negative(49). This is exacerbated by the antenna
effect of metal prosthetics, which can amplify the negative
impact of electromagnetic fields—in immediate proximity
to our central nervous system! Cardiologist Dr. Thomas E.
Levy, too, highlights the threat posed by dental nidi for the
organism in its entirety. He sees increased intracellular oxidative stress as the cause of all illness. He considers chronic
diseases to be most readily caused by chronic pathogenic
bacterial colonizations (e.g. of the sinuses or the pharynx)
or infections, with the oral cavity accounting for over 95%
of infections. The sinuses, the nasopharynx and upper respiratory tract but also the bronchi, appendix and ulcers are

further sites of infection. Additional causes include toxic
burdens (e.g. heavy metals and pesticides), toxic iron levels,
poor diet or digestion and hormonal imbalances.
Germs from the oral cavity are a burden on the whole
organism. Several studies have demonstrated the pathogenic effect of the periodontal marker germ Porphyromonas gingivals in the event of gastrointestinal, oral cavity
and pancreas carcinomas(50-55). This and other oral pathogenic germs have also been connected to cardiovascular
diseases. They have been found in the breast tissue of
women suffering from malignant diseases as well as Alzheimer’s patients’ brains(56–59).

Figure 3: Diagnoses in Swiss doctors’ practices(25)
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The correlation between dental stress
and chronic diseases
The above insights demonstrate that our altered way of life
calls for new concepts in dentistry and medicine. This
includes reducing the surface area susceptible to interference from environmental factors by removing any dental
metal and significantly relieving the burden on our body’s
ability to self-regulate through restoration and healing any
chronic inflammation of the masticatory system. In the
experience of the SWISS BIOHEALTH CLINIC, consistently
abiding by these principles will improve the health of almost
every patient. Patients very often feel the benefits whilst
still in the dentist’s chair at the end of a treatment session
(see testimonials on www.swiss-biohealth.com). When the
last bit of metal has been removed, patients very often say
that they feel as if a “helmet has been taken off” or that a
“thick piece of glass has been removed from in front of their
face.” After nidi of chronic inflammation, such as osteitis of
the jaw, cysts, or root-canal-treated teeth have been
removed, patients very often experience an immediate
improvement in their musculoskeletal system. For example,
they may suddenly be able to move their arm without pain.

THE VEGETATIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM
The central network of the body’s own regulation processes is the vegetative or autonomous nervous system. All external and internal influences have a positive or negative
impact on its ability to function. Its condition can be diagnosed very easily with the help of the heart rate variability
(HRV).

Heart rate variability (HRV)
Heart rate variability (HRV) is a key marker of the vegetative nervous system. It describes the heart’s ability to vary
the interval between one heartbeat and another, adapting
to continuously changing challenges. As early as 300 A.D.,
Wang Shuhe, a doctor, recognized the following: “If the
heartbeat gets as regular as the knocking of the woodpecker or the dripping of the rain on the roof, the patient
will die within four days.”(60) A high HRV indicates good
adaptability and health. A low HRV is correlated with various physical and psychological pathologies, such as cardiovascular diseases, carcinomas, stroke, diabetes, nephritis,
neuropathy and chronic stress(60-62). Patients at our clinic
are routinely HRV tested before and after each treatment.
We usually see improvement in HRV as soon as the interference fields have been eliminated (Fig. 4).

The importance of regulation
A manifest chronic disease presents itself as a structural
disorder (growth of tumor tissue, changes in vessels,
changes in tissue chronically susceptible to inflammation,
bone or cartilage anomalies, muscular atrophy, etc.). This
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Figure 4: The heart rate variability (HRV) measurement taken prior to and after surgery
removing multiple dental sources of disturbance shows an impressive reduction in stress
and significant improvement in regeneration
and the patient’s biological age.

constitutes a pathological anatomical change. The structural disorder, however, is always preceded by a functional
disturbance (impaired cell division, deficiency or surplus
states within cells, poor/compensatory posture), which, in
turn, is triggered by a regularization disturbance (due to
hyperacidity, cellular stress, oxygen deficiency, vitamin and
nutrient deficiency, inflammation, toxins, bacteria, allergens,
etc.). Clearly, a treatment that tackles the end of this chain
cannot promise a great deal of success, because the functional and preceding regularization disturbances are maintained and will even be put under additional strain if the
structure is operated on (e.g. immune suppression in the
event of an operation). The exception to this is an operation
that eliminates the cause of the regulation disturbance.
The main problem lies in the fact that our lifestyles and contemporary environmental burdens result in such multi-layered stress that our immune and regeneration systems are
hugely compromised(64). Not only does stress block these
systems; it also consumes large additional quantities of
nutrients and vital substances, further exacerbating the
deficiencies we have: A vicious circle if ever there was one.
The underlying mechanism is an imbalance in the regulation

The correlation between dental stress and chronic diseases

bution the longer the situation persists. Our core body temperature is increased and sweat production concomitantly
stimulated in order to counteract overheating. Our pupils
dilate as this expands the field of vision by around 10%,
making it easier to perceive enemies or means of escape.
Our kidneys retain water, while the salivary glands (dry
mouth) and sex organs are inhibited. Our entire metabolism
and physiology are focused upon a single objective: To
bring the acutely life-threatening situation to an end as
quickly and successfully as possible(65-67).

Figure 5: VNS analysis is ideal for scientific
work, as it reflects the state of the vegetative
nervous system very accurately. In many
patients, a significant improvement occurs in
the balance between the sympathetic nervous
system (red bar) and the parasympathetic
nervous system (blue bar) when they practice
metronomic breathing (right-hand side) in
comparison with the baseline of spontaneous
breathing (left-hand side)(63).

of the vegetative, autonomic nervous system. The aforementioned stress factors lead to a dominance of the sympathetic nervous system to the detriment of healing processes, which may become blocked entirely.

Sympathetic nervous system – parasympathetic nervous system
The stress response controlled by the sympathetic nervous
system is a vital physiological reaction of the autonomic
nervous system (which we cannot consciously control) that
serves to keep us alive. The release of adrenaline, noradrenaline and cortisol triggers our flight-fight-freeze response
within fractions of a second, as the amount of oxygen and
nutrients in our blood and tissue increase within the skeletal
musculature. Our heart rate rises, blood vessels narrow and
blood pressure increases. Breathing is intensified to gain
more oxygen. Our body is supplied with energy thanks to
the release of fatty acids from our fatty tissue and of glucose from our glycogen reserves. To compensate, the internal organs need to be inhibited. The intestinal muscles are
relaxed and digestion repressed, and the thymus gland, the
spleen and the lymph nodes decrease antibody production.
Tissue inflammation is inhibited, benefiting pathogen distri-

If these useful physiological mechanisms caused by the
activation of the sympathetic nervous system are sustained
for a longer period than evolution intended, however, this
results in huge regulation disturbances, which, in turn, lead
to functional disturbances and also, in the long term, to
structural disorders. When cells are deprived of oxygen and
become hyperacidic, we incur cellular and tissue damage
and may even develop cancer. In 1931, Otto Warburg won
the Nobel Prize for proving the cellular mechanisms underlying cancer development, which dictate that a cancer cell
cannot survive in an alkaline, oxygen-rich environment(68). It
is not until the period of stress is over, switching the vegetative nervous system into the parasympathetic nervous
mode, that the immune and regeneration systems can
resume their physiological activities and healing mechanisms can be reactivated. Hence, the most important part
of complication-free healing after surgery is that patients
do everything they can to activate the parasympathetic
nervous mode. This includes taking a“digital sabbatical” of
at least five days after surgery.

FORMS OF STRESS
Unfortunately, in addition to the genuine stress evolution
has accommodated for, and which usually only lasts for a
very short time and can nowadays be triggered by an accident or an attack, we also experience longer-lasting stress.
This kind of stress was unknown to or at least very rarely
encountered by the humans of the past, which is why our
physiological system simply is not prepared for it. This
includes physical (physiological/biochemical) stress: This
can be caused by metals in the oral cavity, particularly
heavy metals (e.g. mercury from amalgam fillings), toxins
from root-canal-treated teeth and allergens from filling
materials, but also by our diet (e.g. gluten)(69-72). Being overweight or deficient in nutrients such as magnesium or vitamin D3, being unfit, having a generally poor diet, experiencing sleep deficiency and being exposed to electromagnetic
fields (EMF) all increase such physical stress(73–75).
Then there is psychological stress, which we generate our-
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selves and which arises as a result of inappropriate fears
and images in our brain: “I’ve lived through some terrible
things in my life, some of which actually happened.” (Mark
Twain). These psychological powers, however, can also be
used to benefit our health(76).
Emotional stress and health issues are triggered by stressful
relationships at home or at work, as well as by places and
situations (traffic jams, loud noise, air pollution, etc.)(67, 82, 78).

THE IMPORTANCE OF CHRONIC
INFLAMMATION
The immune system, along with its primary organs, the
spleen and lymphatic systems, works locally and systemically with the help of immune cells and neurotransmitters
that are dispersed via our blood and lymphatic vessels. Its
functions are influenced and precisely regulated not least
by the autonomic nervous system (sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems). The immune system is
designed to react to pathological processes and pathogens
like bacteria with acute inflammation, which overcomes
these as quickly and effectively as possible. This also inhibits autoimmune processes. Energy is made available as glucose and fat, and a catabolic state is triggered in order to
regulate the inflammation process down again as quickly as
possible. The entire inflammation process is steered by the
autonomic nervous system on the one hand, and hormonally via the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA axis)
on the other. Acute inflammation is accompanied by
increased systemic sympathetic nervous system and
reduced parasympathetic nervous system(79). A “healthy”
acute inflammation reaction occurs as follows: Immunological processes, triggered by neurotransmitters, and the activated sympathetic nervous system have a proinflammatory
effect in order to combat pathogens to the greatest extent
possible, overcoming them entirely(80). If the inflammation
reaction is successful in achieving this goal, the inflammation reaction is wound down locally and systemically and
the catabolic process comes to an end. T helper cells also
contribute to this thanks to their anti properties(81).
A vicious circle arises if the acute inflammation does not
achieve its goal and therefore evolves into chronic, silent
inflammation in which the inflammatory reaction and the
sympathetic nervous system activity sustain each other.
This may cause further illness, such as high blood pressure,
insulin resistance, cardiovascular issues and diabetes. In
cases of advanced cancer, it can lead to cachexia(81). At the
same time, the parasympathetic nervous system’s activity
with its anti-inflammatory effect is blocked. This was
demonstrated in a study in which the peripheral production
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Figure 6: Eye area directly before and after eighthour surgery: The eyes are much clearer and the
pupils are smaller due to the impact on the parasympathetic nervous system.

of cytokines was inhibited by stimulating the vagus nerve.
Significant inhibition of TNF-α and IL-6 production relieved
symptoms in rheumatoid arthritis patients, even among
some of those who had proven resistant to therapy(82).
Of the three most important causes of chronic diseases in
today’s world – stress, EMF and stress factors in the oral
cavity – the latter are described in further detail in the next
chapter.

The correlation between dental stress and chronic diseases
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Mechanisms of oral disturbances
Bacteria or bacterial products in jaw inflammation or escaping from root-canal-treated teeth are released into the
bloodstream (bacterial translocation) and are characterized
by endotoxemia (increased endotoxin concentration in the
blood)(1). This stress, sustained on a 24/7 basis, triggers lowlevel but chronic inflammatory processes in the body and is
referred to as “silent inflammation.”

SILENT INFLAMMATION
In the long term, a silent inflammation can cause serious
metabolic diseases, such as obesity or diabetes mellitus, as
well as severe cardiovascular diseases (atherosclerosis,
heart attacks, strokes) and cancer(2-4). Endotoxins, components of lipopolysaccharides (LPSs) in the outer wall of
gram-negative bacteria, are released by bacteria directly or
after their death. LPSs activate the cells of the innate
immune system and initiate an inflammatory reaction. Macrophages are activated, causing intracellular NF-ϰB formation and the production of proinflammatory cytokines.
Increased NF-ϰB-mediated gene activation leads to the formation of nitric oxide synthase, which initiates the formation of nitrogen monoxide (NO). This causes what is known
as nitrosative stress and is a factor in the development of
mitochondriopathies(1).

AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES
Each of our cells has a so-called “MHC code” (major histocompatibility complex)5,6) that tells our immune system that
the cell belongs to us and is a “self cell.” You could also
describe this as a uniform people wear to identify themselves as members of a particular group, which prevents
them from being attacked by the other group members.
However, if this MHC code is changed, it is somewhat like
the cell changing its uniform and coming under attack by its
own group’s “police force,” i.e. its own immune system. The
“self cell” becomes a “non-self cell.” Toxins from jaw inflammation or root-canal-treated teeth, in particular, along with
heavy metals from dental materials, primarily amalgam
(consisting of over 50% mercury), bind to our cells and
change the MHC code. If the cell in question is a muscle cell,
this can result in fibromyalgia or MS. If it is a nerve cell, it can
trigger ALS or Alzheimer’s disease. Various studies have
proven the correlation between amalgam and MS, ALS and
Alzheimer’s disease(7–9).

RETROGRADE AXONAL TRANSPORT
Endotoxins, which originate from bacteria or are released
when bacteria die, can— similar to tetanus and botulinum
toxins—be transported through axons (nerve fibers) and
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quickly reach the ganglia or the CNS(10). There, they can lead
to blockages and failures of the trigeminal nerve, the abducens nerve or the facial nerve, for instance. Consequently,
removing the lesion or the interference field and eliminating
the endotoxin supply source can result in a sudden improvement in the innervation area of the respective nerve in what
could be termed an “instantaneous effect.” This effect can
be simulated, e.g. by injecting a local anesthetic(11).

ALLERGIES AND INTOLERANCES
Plastics, especially methacrylate(12), very frequently cause
genuine type I allergies. Type IV allergies occur in response
to dental alloys(13). Titanium, on the other hand, triggers
“particle-induced inflammation”, because the titanium particles in the tissue surrounding the implant are phagocytized by macrophages, which respond to this stimulus by
releasing osteoresorptive, pro-inflammatory cytokines
(TNF-α, IL-1β)(14,15). Titanium tolerance should therefore be
verified by way of the “titanium stimulation test” prior to the
use of titanium (www.imd-berlin.de). The above figure
clearly shows how the “titanium particle > activation of tissue macrophage > release of TNF-α and IL-1β > osteoclast
activation axis” causes bone degradation around the
implant(16,17). The latest studies have now proven our longtime assumption, namely, that so-called “peri-implantitis”,
i.e. inflammatory bone loss around titanium implants, is
nothing other than a sign of titanium intolerance(17,18). This
explains why the widespread method of treating peri-implantitis by grinding and polishing the implant surface or
cleaning it with titanium brushes does not work. It releases
massive amounts of titanium particles into the bone and
tissue, adding fuel to the fire and leading to further bone
loss. As a possible titanium peri-implantitis therapy, we recommend raising the amounts of bone building factors by
supplementing with vitamins C and D3, vitamin K2/mk7,
magnesium, zinc, omega-3 as well as inhibiting the
bone-damaging osteoclasts by giving the patient vitamin C
or D3 or acetylsalicylic acid(28,29).
Disturbances and stress on the immune system play a role
in all of the above-mentioned pathogenetic mechanisms,
whether directly or indirectly. This should be seen in connection with the finding of one of the world’s leading immunologists, Professor Yehuda Shoenfeld, who observed that
every second American suffers from a disease of the
immune system(30). This underscores the need to look for
disturbances in the oral cavity in the event of a chronic disease.

Mechanisms of oral disturbances

INFLAMMATORY REACTION INITIATED BY TITANIUM PARTICLES
Corrosion and
Bio-corrosion
Stimulation of
particle release

Activation of
tissue macrophages

Local immune processes
- osteoclast activation
(lack of bony integration)
- local inflammation (infiltration)

TNFα und IL-1ß-release

Systemic immune processes
induced by cytokine effects on peripheral tissues

Figure 1: Inflammatory reaction initiated by
titanium particles(18)

ROOT CANAL TREATMENTS
Endodontically treated teeth are dead teeth (Fig. 2). A dead
tooth—once an organ with its own nerve and blood supply—remains in the oral cavity as a dead pillar. Even the best
micro-surgical endodontic treatment will never manage to
clean out all bacteria and seal the root canal in a bacteria-tight manner. A cross-section of dentin shows that,
owing to technical limitations, it is simply not possible to
sufficiently clean and fill the 14,000–32,000 dentinal tubules
per mm2 of root dentin(31) (technical limitation).
Accessory and side canals as well as the perio-endo connection via the dentinal tubules remain in place. They are
colonized by different, partly unknown species of anaerobic, pathogenic bacteria, which decompose the remaining
organic tissue and secrete harmful metabolic products
(toxins)(32). Here, another, immunological limitation becomes
apparent. It results from the fact that pathogens such as
bacteria, which are 0.6 to 1 µm in diameter, can easily penetrate the dentinal tubules, which are up to 3 µm in width (Fig.
3 and 4). Once they are inside the dentinal tubules, the macrophages, which measure approx. 25–50 µm, cannot reach
and eliminate them(33–35).. This situation is best illustrated by
comparing it to a cat (macrophages) sitting in front of a
mouse hole (dentinal tubules) that cannot reach the mice
(bacteria). These pathogenic bacteria produce highly toxic
and potentially carcinogenic hydrogen sulphide compounds (thioethers/mercaptans) from the amino acids cysteine and methionine as by-products of anaerobic metabolism(36). By means of irreversible inhibition at the active
center of many vital endogenous enzymes, these toxins can
cause a wide range of systemic and organic diseases(37-39).

Figure 2: Comparison of a healthy tooth with
an endodontically treated tooth

The inhibition of important enzymes in the respiratory chain
of mitochondria has been proven(40) and is also demonstrated in lab tests in clinical practice(41). Whenever we chew,
these bacteria, and especially their toxins, are released into
the lymphatic system of the surrounding tissue, from where
they enter the bloodstream (focal infection) and then the
entire body. A study conducted by Siqueira et al. found
microorganisms in 19 out of 20 endodontically treated teeth
with apical inflammation, which suggests chronic infection(42). Another study examined the microflora on teeth
with apical periodontitis and demonstrated the presence of
rods, cocci, filaments and spirochetes(43).
If an inflammation of the tip is visible on the X-ray, root
canal treatment is significantly more likely to fail due to
chronic infection. In principle, it can be said that, since the
introduction of the use of three-dimensional radiographs
(DVT) as standard, it has become apparent that virtually no
root-treated tooth is free of apical inflammation.
An intact immune system plays a decisive role in fighting off
these germs activated after root canal treatment. It is however often impossible to control them, and chronic infection
caused by colonization with germs develops into chronic
inflammation of the surrounding bone, permanently activating the immune system. The macrophages activated
over the course of this unspecific immune reaction release
so-called “inflammation mediators” (TNFα, IL-1β, growth
factors, prostaglandins PGE2 and leukotrienes), which circulate in the bloodstream. These inflammatory mediators
favor the onset or advancement of systemic chronic inflammation and autoimmune diseases(44). TNF-α has been
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shown to increase the risk of developing postmenopausal
breast cancer(45,46). Dr. Thomas Rau from the Paracelsus
Clinic in Switzerland has been able to demonstrate a clear
correlation between breast cancer and root-treated teeth.
He found root canal treatments on one or more teeth on
the stomach meridian that runs across the breast in More
than 96% of breast cancer patients, compared to only 35%
in healthy patients(47). Many studies increasingly indicate a
correlation between root-canal-treated teeth and general
diseases(37,48,49). They show that root-canal-treated teeth
can be associated with cardiovascular disease, diabetes,
depression, oxidative and nitrosative stress(2-4,39,50,51).
A healthy organism’s perfect defense against such an
inflammation would be an abscess with a swollen cheek.
Today, however, we only know this type of reaction from
textbooks. We have not seen it in any of our patients for
about 20 years, as immunological performance among the
population of western industrial nations has declined massively. Over the past 50 years, immunoglobulin A levels, a
yardstick for measuring the strength of the immune system,
have decreased by more than 30% in these countries! Even
a cyst with or without a fistula is evidence of a halfway
intact immune system, but this too is becoming increasingly
rare. In most cases, the only manifestation still present in
the area of the root-treated teeth is an undefined diffuse
osteonecrosis (IO/NICO/FDOJ)—a sign of the immune system’s complete surrender! In addition to silent inflammation

Figure 3: Dentinal tubule with a diameter of
approx. 2–3 µm.
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and autoimmune reactions that occur in root-treated teeth,
allergic reactions to various highly allergenic substances,
such as gutta-percha, silver, Peru balsam or paraformaldehyde, contained in root canal fillings are very common(54).

THE MERIDIAN SYSTEM AND ITS CORRELATION WITH ORGANS
The entire surface of the body is covered with a network of
energy channels (meridians), which appear through the
muscle fascia at certain switching points (acupuncture
points) as small, anatomically proven neurovascular bundles. The transmission of information along the meridians
has also been demonstrated by injecting radioactively
labeled substances at the acupuncture points. Each of
these meridians traverses a specific tooth or tooth group
and is associated with certain anatomical structures and
organ zones (see scheme on p. 21)(53). Consequently, inflammation or a disorder in a specific dental zone almost always
results in disturbance in the zone governed by this meridian, and, conversely, in an improvement once the disturbance is eliminated. Biological dentists familiar with the
relationship between teeth, dental zones and particular
organs or organ zones can have a targeted consultation
with the patient based on disturbances along the meridian
in question. In turn, dentists may stimulate improvement
along the meridian by means of neural therapy in the corresponding tooth zone.

Figure 4: This illustration shows that bacteria,
viruses, fungi, spirochetes and other germs
can effortlessly penetrate the dentinal tubules
in several rows.
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This is a very convincing diagnosis and therapy simulation
method for patients, because temporary improvement is
experienced within a few seconds or within a few hours.
Improvement may be felt in the arm, for example, despite
the injection having been made into the dental area(54) . In
addition to the narrowly defined and precise remote effect
of the meridians, there is the so-called “myotome”, which is
influenced by disturbances in the oral cavity: C1–C7. As a
rule of thumb, all oral cavity disturbances manifest as neck
pain, usually associated with limited head mobility.

THE CONCEPT
FIELDS

OF

ORAL

INTERFERENCE

The concept of “interference fields” in the human body is
based on the assumption that an inflammatory process in
one part in the body can cause a reaction in another part
and lead to therapeutic resistance and chronic disorders. In
order to identify the interference field, a dentist will usually
evaluate x-rays and clinical findings and compare them to
the specialist physician’s medical findings.

Interference field diagnostics
The teeth constitute one of the most important subsystems
within a network of parts of the organism that perform a
regulative function. Teeth and the respective periodontium
(odonton) are related to other physical structures and
organs. Reinhold Voll coined the term “odonton” and identified the direct and close interrelationships between the
individual odontons and the different areas of the body.
Interactions as well as both positive and negative influences
can cause remote effects in both directions: A disturbed
organ may have a pathological effect on the associated
odonton, conversely, a diseased tooth or its periodontium
may disturb the organ to which it correlates (see p. 21)(55,56).
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Clinical diagnostics
TEST-INJECTION OF 1% PROCAINE
Before the introduction of procaine, cocaine was the most
commonly used analgesic substance and was, among other
uses, contained in the very early formula of Coca-Cola®.
Procaine is an anesthetic with few side effects (Novocaine®)
which blocks stimulus conduction. In addition, it has an antiphlogistic effect (IL-6 and CRP inhibitor), stabilizes the
nerve cell membranes by normalizing their action potential,
stimulates the parasympathetic nervous system (vagus
reaction, vasodilation), promotes the formation of new
blood vessels and tissue blood flow (antidote to adrenaline)
and is considered a radical scavenger(57-60). It also exerts an
attractant effect (chemotaxis) on defense cells. Up to 200
mg of procaine, i.e. up to 20 ml of the 1% solution, can be
injected in a single application. Once inside the tissue, procaine breaks down into its components diethylaminoethanol, which is closely related to the neurotransmitter and
parasympathetic activator acetylcholine, and para-aminobenzoic acid, a building block of folic acid(61). It was Professor Ana Aslan who primarily demonstrated the anti-aging
effect of procaine.
In principle, the injection represents a temporary reboot of
sorts for the respective region. The resulting viscero-cutaneous results in induces the brain to focus on this part of
the body and the potential interference field (root-treated
teeth, titanium implants, FDOJs, etc.) is decoupled from the
corresponding organ for a certain time. A 2-ml vial of 1%
procaine is injected into the vestibular fold of the suspected
region and, additionally, orally. The injection is not to be
made too tentatively. Instead, a deliberate movement should
result in a noticeable puncture for the injection of approx.
0.1 to 0.2 ml of the liquid. This puncture pain triggers the
viscero-cutaneous reflex, which will wake up the system, so
to speak. According to a German entry in Wikipedia, “The
visceral reflex is a reflex that causes pain originating in internal organs to be perceived as pain on the skin. The damaged organ and the painful spot on the body’s surface can
sometimes be far apart”(62). Patients should keep their eyes
open so that a potential constriction of the pupils can be
observed. A constriction of the pupils means that the neural
therapeutic injection has temporarily moved the patient
from the sympathetic to the parasympathetic tone—i.e. a
state of relaxation and healing—by triggering a vagus reaction. Patients suffering from chronic inflammation will
always be in the sympathetic tone (flight, resistance and
defense with release of adrenaline). However, healing can
only occur in the parasympathetic tone. If there is a connection between the neural therapeutic injection in the tooth
area and a general medical disease or disorder, the patient
will show an improvement in the connected body area
within a few seconds, within eight hours at the latest. To
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give an example, almost all shoulder, arm and elbow pain
correlates with root-treated teeth on the colon meridian
(upper first and second premolars and lower first and second molar). After neural therapy, the discomfort almost
always disappears immediately, with an effect lasting a few
hours. Patients are asked to observe any subtle changes in
their condition over a period of around 24 hours after the
injection. Frequently, the so-called “Huneke Seconds Phenomenon” occurs immediately after the injection, resulting
in spontaneous improvement in patients suffering from
shoulder-arm syndrome. The suspected tooth can be diagnosed as a definite interference field if the effect lasts for
around eight hours. The effect of the anesthesia itself is
short-lived and usually wears off after around 30 minutes.

OROTOX® TEST
The OroTox® is a simple method of detecting toxin load. A
sulcus fluid sample is placed in a reagent mixture, which will
turn yellow if there are any sulfur-containing compounds in
the sample. As opposed to a microbiological analysis, the
OroTox® test will detect the bacterial products thioether
and mercaptan. OroTox® is not a diagnostic agent per se,
but provides clear qualitative and quantitative information
about the presence of mercaptan/thioether. High OroTox®
values on a root- filled tooth are a clear indication of a toxin
load that can lead to a disturbance of the cell’s energy production(63).

Meridian System for Self-Analysis

Clinical diagnostics

Meridian System for Self-Analysis

Dental correspondences after taking into account the remuneration according to Bahr-Schmid, Voll-Kramer and the findings of TCM.

Dental correspondences after taking into account the remuneration
according to Bahr-Schmid, Voll-Kramer and the findings of TCM.
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The effects of different materials on the body
The cytotoxic well as the negative effects on the metabolism of various metals such as mercury (Hg), gold (Au),
platinum (Pt), copper (Cu), cobalt (Co), aluminum (Al), iron
(Fe) and chromium (Cr) have been well documented in scientific research(1-12). Metal components can generally be
detected anywhere in the body within a few days of being
placed in the mouth. Dr. Ulrich Volz was able to prove this
as early as 1992 in his Ulm University dissertation on the
“Detection of amalgam invasion into the pulp tissue by
means of neutron activation analysis and energy loss spectroscopy”(13). These metals—in particular the highly toxic
amalgam—are so harmful to our bodies because they bind
to proteins, enzymes and cell membranes in ionized form
(sulfhydryl groups) and can impair their function. This covalent bonding can completely block an enzyme’s function. In
addition, metal ions from all dental alloys lyse in an aqueous
medium (saliva) and thus corrode. They “rust,” so to speak,
which results in the flow of a current that can be measured
with simple instruments. Their immunological effect is particularly dangerous, since these different forms of allergies
(e.g. type IV) can trigger foreign-body-induced inflammation in the case of titanium, and autoimmune diseases as
they delete the MHC code (1,14). The immune system considers practically every metal to be a foreign body. It forms
antibodies against the metal or the combination of metal
and surface features of the cell (hapten effect) in a process
which plays an important role in the development of autoimmune diseases and neurodegenerative diseases such as
MS, rheumatoid arthritis, ALS or Parkinson’s disease1,6). For
this reason, a key step of the “THE SWISS BIOHEALTH
CONCEPT” treatment protocol consists of removing all
metal from the oral cavity. It goes without saying that
appropriate protection must be taken during the removal.

AMALGAM
Amalgam is an alloy which, apart from silver and various
other metals, contains more than 50% mercury—the most
toxic non-radioactive element on our planet (Fig. 1). Amalgam is not a stable and homogenous alloy, but rather an
“intermetallic compound” and assumes a gaseous state at
room temperature. Mercury is stored in the liver, kidneys,
the CNS, large intestine, the thyroid gland and fatty tissue.
The half-life of mercury in the brain is 16 to 30 years(3)!
Amalgam is still routinely used in most dental practices
today. Firstly, because it is a material that is easy to handle
and has a long service life, and secondly, because it is subsidized by health insurance companies, i.e. it is free of
charge for the patient. In practice, amalgam has to be disposed of as highly toxic hazardous waste after its removal—
this fact alone should give food for thought. Also, since July
1, 2018, dental amalgam may only be used in exceptional
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medical cases for children under 15 years of age, pregnant
women and nursing mothers throughout the EU(15).
Contrary to common belief, the mercury content, which
amounts to more than 50%, is not firmly bound to the alloy
once it has been mixed(16). A certain amount of mercury
vapor is released daily through chewing, grinding, brushing
teeth and hot or cold drinks(17,18). Although this amount of
mercury is in the microgram range, it should not be underestimated, considering that a single mercury molecule can
destroy nerve cells(7). In terms of its toxicity, Hg exceeds all
other known elements such as lead, cadmium and arsenic,
in some cases many times over(19–21).
Animal studies have detected pathological changes in the
brain as early as 14 days after filling insertion(22,23). Approximately 1–3 µg of mercury vapor is released daily per filling,
and this over the entire wearing period of an average of 20
years(24). In effect, this constitutes low-dose, chronic poisoning. In numerous studies, a two- to five-fold increase in mercury levels in blood and urine was observed in living amalgam wearers. In studies on deceased patients, Hg levels
were found to have increased by as much as two to twelve
times in various body tissues. According to these studies,
amalgam is the main source of mercury exposure in the
human body(9,1,25–43). Mercury is known to be able to mimic
any symptom and is not tolerated by the body for this very
reason. The human body is extremely smart and stores
fat-soluble toxins in metabolically inactive connective or
fatty tissue whenever possible. In athletic people or people
with a low percentage of body fat, however, toxins are often
deposited in the nerve tissue or brain.
Unborn babies and infants being breastfed are at particular
risk as mercury crosses the placenta(44,45). The amount of

Figure 1: Typical composition of an amalgam
filling: 51% mercury (Hg), 21% copper (Cu), 15%
tin (Sn) and 13% silver (Ag)(17).
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mercury in breast milk and amniotic fluid clearly correlates
with the number of maternal amalgam fillings(29,44-54). As
amalgam fillings are the main source of poisoning with mercury and other heavy metals, they should be removed for
preventive reasons, regardless of whether or not the patient
is already chronically ill.

DENTAL METAL ALLOYS
Neither gold, nickel, palladium, silver, platinum nor titanium
are biologically present in the human organism. However,
they are routinely used in dental alloys. This is aggravated
by the fact that, according to the German Medical Devices
Act (MPG), any components that account for less than 1%
of a material do not have to be declared. In contrast to the
direct toxicity of the highly poisonous mercury found in
amalgam, tolerance of the above-mentioned metals mainly
depends on an individual’s immune system.
Inevitably, these metals are perceived as foreign bodies by
the immune system and are tolerated or attacked depending on an individual’s defenses. This can lead to mild inflammation, which may, at times, manifest only locally as bleeding gums. Equally, however, it may cause severe allergies or
even autoimmune diseases(55–57). Unfortunately, the cause of
these diseases generally remains unrecognized, and they
are treated with symptomatic therapies. This chronic, lowdose activation of the immune system consumes at least
30% of a patient’s physical energy every day. Chronic
fatigue is therefore not uncommon. In some patients, the
immune response manifests itself every morning as limb
pain, sluggishness and even as a slightly elevated temperature. They constantly feel “slightly ill”, as it were. This situation is exacerbated by the so-called battery effect (different
metals acting as galvanic elements) (Fig. 2), the resulting
increased corrosion of metal ions and attachment to the
body’s own proteins, cell membranes and enzymes, as well
as the antenna effect of all metals.
A typical example is a gold crown next to an amalgam filling
or a gold abutment on a titanium implant. The resulting
comparatively high dental oral currents cause the metals to
corrode during the wearing time, further intensifying the
negative effect of these metals.
Another problem area is increasing electrosensitivity due to
the exponential propagation of electromagnetic fields generated by Wi-Fis and mobile communications. Nowadays, it
is virtually impossible to avoid electrosmog. Metals inside
the body act like small antennas(58–62). Voltage fields are created, which hugely disturb the cell’s action potential and
thus the functioning of the very sensitive central nervous

Figure 2: A battery is created when two different metals are placed in a conductive solution.
In accordance with the electrochemical voltage series, the less noble metal ions lyse and
flow towards the more noble metal. Electrons
are released and a current begins to flow. Due
to its high mineral content, saliva is an ideal
electrolytic solution.

system(63). The standard absorption rate of electromagnetic
fields can be 400 to 700 times higher when a person with
metal in their mouth is using a cell phone (if their phone is
ringing or they are receiving a text message)(64). Metals can
scatter, reflect, modulate and amplify electromagnetic radiation in an uncontrolled manner, thus heating up the surrounding tissue. Titanium implants, in particular, which, due
to their shape, are especially suited to act as antennas, heat
up the surrounding bone tissue by several degrees Celsius
within 3G or 4G network range. Microwave radiation always
causes metals to heat up (think of a metal spoon inside a
microwave oven). Electrogalvanism and the resulting electrosensitivity can frequently cause lack of concentration,
memory loss, insomnia, unspecific symptoms such as sharp
pain or a feeling of pressure in the chest, unexplained palpitations, tinnitus and hearing loss(65).

TITANIUM IMPLANTS OR SCREWS
According to Dr. Volker von Baehr (www.imd-berlin.de), 15%
of the German population suffers from titanium intolerance(66), which is mainly caused by the extensive use of titanium dioxide as food additive E171. Professor Vera Stejskal
from the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm believes that
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intolerance levels are even higher. So does Dr. Bernd Bremer,
Senior Physician at the Hanover University Medical Materials Science Institute. He estimates that the intolerance level
may be as high as 50% and is currently conducting a study
on this topic (personal message to Dr. Volz).
This correlates with the mucositis/peri-implantitis ratio of
80%, or 28 to 56%, respectively, which already resulted from
a consensus conference in 2008(67). Based on his many
years of experience, Dr. Volz sees these inflammatory processes as nothing else than the clinical expression of an
intolerance. A paper published in Düsseldorf on the occasion of the 2014 annual meeting of the German Society for
Implantology (DGI) by Freiburg University successfully
demonstrated the presence of titanium particles in the surrounding soft and hard tissue in just under 80% of peri-implantitis cases. Recent studies and lectures by well-known
authors and speakers such as Professor Therheyden, former DGI chairman, have also confirmed this and described
what they called titanium “rusting.”
This corrosion of titanium surfaces causes titanium oxide
particles to detach and infiltrate the surrounding tissue, and
may be associated with the development of peri-implantitis
and implant loss(68-72). Moreover, particle release may also be
a result of mechanical friction during implant insertion and/
or micromovements of the loaded implant(69,73). Macrophages react to titanium oxide particles in tissue with an
inflammatory response and release pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-1β(74), and RANTES. Osteoclasts are
activated and bone and tissue resorption may occur(75–77). In
addition to the local effects mentioned above, the cytokines released in conjunction with this chronic immune
reaction also have systemic effects on many types of tissue
such as muscles, the vascular endothelium and the nervous
system(78). Systemic diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis,
multiple sclerosis, tumors, breast carcinomas and cardiovascular diseases can be triggered by titanium implants,
since pro-inflammatory cytokines are overexpressed(79).
Conversely, zirconia particles of equal size do not induce a
significant inflammatory immune response (TNF-α)(76).
A connection with the development of autoimmune reactions is also being examined(1). Furthermore, titanium oxide
nanoparticles are cytotoxic and genotoxic and can cause
oxidative stress(5,80,81). Some studies associate neoplasia
such as osteosarcomas, plasmacytomas or metastatic
breast carcinomas with dental titanium implants(82-84).
Another study detected titanium oxide particles in regional
lymph nodes(85). As described above, titanium implants—
like all other dental metals—act as small antennas for electromagnetic fields. In a clinical study, patients with titanium
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implants experienced balance disorders caused by the titanium implants’ amplification of electromagnetic waves(86).
The titanium stimulation test (a blood test) can be used to
examine whether there is a pre-existing intolerance to titanium dioxide(14). Inflamed tissue around an implant may
already suggest an intolerance. If this is the case, these
implants should be removed during treatment and replaced
with fully ceramic implants.
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Biological dentistry
“Biological dentistry” refers to dentistry which looks at the
human organism from a “biological” perspective. We recognize that the masticatory apparatus is very closely connected to the entire body and is located in the immediate
vicinity of eminently important organs. After all, almost all
the sensory organs are arranged around our mouths, and
the brain is very close by. The importance of the masticatory system is also reflected in the fact that the fifth cranial
nerve (trigeminal nerve), which supplies the masticatory
system, is the largest cranial nerve(1), occupying 50% of the
space of all the cranial nerves.
Another important consideration is the fact that the masticatory system is linked with the entire organism through
the system of meridians. These not only run through the
dental system but are also constantly activated by the
approximately 15,000 tooth contacts we make every day.
Toothlessness therefore results in atrophy of the associated
meridian, which can only be partially compensated for by
treatments such as acupuncture or reflexology. It is vital
that gaps between teeth be closed as quickly as possible
using neutral ceramic implants so that the affected meridians can be adequately activated once again.
The condition of the temporomandibular joint also plays a
major role. It governs the statics of the spinal column as well
as blood supply to the brain and venous outflow from the
brain. Loss of bite height results in a compression of the
region of the large blood vessels in the neck, and can
thereby restrict blood flow to the brain(2). A loss of just 1 mm
in bite height reduces the blood supply to the brain by
around 50%! A correlation between loss of bite height and
neurodegenerative diseases such as dementia and cognitive disorders has also been found(3–6). Moreover, effective
drainage of toxins and waste products from the brain
requires the jugular vein to be sufficiently wide. This is all
the more important because the brain does not have a lymphatic system with which to remove these substances,
instead relying on the glymphatic system to accomplish this
task. During the night, our brain cells shrink by up to 60%
and thus generate a cavity between the cells through which
toxins can drain off(7,8). This system can only function effectively, however, if all sources of stress are deactivated. This
includes all EMF sources such as mobile phones, Wi-Fi, etc.
Compared to the oral system, there is no other organ or
part of the body that is loaded to such an extent with heavy
metals, alloys, toxic materials, dead organs and inflammation. Indeed, dentistry is the only medical discipline which
tolerates leaving a dead organ in the body.
There is a further serious element causing disturbances that
has gained importance in recent decades, as it affects most
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people. It is made possible by the fact that the gum is part
of the ectoderm (= outside of the body), whereas the bone
is part of the mesoderm (= inside of the body). If we eat
something toxic, it remains outside the ectoderm, i.e. on the
outside of our body—in the oral cavity, stomach and intestines. Only when it has been absorbed is it located in the
mesoderm or endoderm. If the bond between gum (= ectoderm) and bone (= mesoderm) is destroyed, as is the case
with periodontitis in the majority of the population, then
pathogens and toxins can enter the body directly like a Trojan horse. This is a shock to the immune system and is the
reason why gum disease considerably increases the risk of
heart disease(9–13). Ceramic implants boast an outstanding
benefit here because gum attaches to the ceramic surface(14), closing the “immunological door” door once again.
Conversely, gum attaches to titanium, which means that
titanium implants leave the immunological door open for
life.
Taking all of these factors together, it is not surprising that
experts estimate that more than 60% of all chronic diseases
involve disruptive issues associated with the teeth. At the
center of this knowledge about the relationship between
disorders in the masticatory system and the rest of the
organism lies the concept of “focal infection”. Put simply,
this means that there is a nidus/focus of infection somewhere in the body which can cause a response or disturbance in a completely different part of the body.
This term was coined by probably the most famous dentist
of all time, Dr. Weston Price, who was Head of Research and
Education at the American Dental Association (ADA) for
over 30 years, and who had long been aware of the need to
eliminate these foci(15). His work has been continued by eminent biological dentists and physicians such as Thomas
Levy, Johann Lechner, Boyd Haley, Dietrich Klinghardt, Joachim Mutter and many others. Until recently, however, the
dilemma was that the necessary “clean-up work” in the
mouth often left behind a “field of destruction” with gaps
which required further treatment with prostheses and bone
augmentation. Patients were often left unable to socialize
for weeks, suffered from severe pain and massive swelling,
and in some cases spent years trying to regain a reasonable
anatomical and esthetic result.
This was the handicap of holistic dentistry in the past.
Patients understood the need for radical therapy along the
road to recovery, but could not be given an optimum result
using the solutions available.
Biological dentistry provides the answer to this problem,
and involves comprehensively recognizing the logical rela-
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tionships at play, incorporating them into every step in the
process, and deriving from them a treatment concept that
is both simple and highly effective. In the first step, all
non-biological or non-neutral materials as well as all dead
organ parts and foci of inflammation are removed under
maximum protective conditions. During this process, the
immune system is activated and not further weakened by
the use of chemical drugs. In the second step, the masticatory system is preserved and reconstructed using metal-free and neutral materials, always with the aim of preserving or restoring the anatomy, bone and soft tissue, and
thus the esthetics. Implants made of zirconium dioxide
(more commonly known as zirconium oxide, or zirconia)
play a central role here (Fig. 1).

BIOLOGICAL DENTISTRY VERSUS HOLISTIC/
NATURAL DENTISTRY
Prior to the era of biological dentistry with the possibilities
which it offers today, a less radical but also less effective
discipline was established. Known as holistic or naturopathic dentistry, it attempted to diagnose and alleviate disorders using assessment methods and therapies which
were mostly subjective—in other words, they were not
reproducible or scientifically proven. For example, metals
which had previously been tested continued to be used in
the form of “bio-alloys,” and attempts were made to positively influence dental nidi with neural therapy instead of
removing them. Successes were certainly achieved, but
they could not compensate for the extent to which the
masticatory system is involved in chronic disease. Biological
dentistry requires excellent, highly-experienced surgeons
who are capable of carefully removing complicatedly displaced wisdom teeth, inflammation, foreign bodies near
nerves or maxillary sinuses or extremely ankylotic roottreated teeth while preserving the bone. In the past, surgeons trained and working at a high level were not particularly fond of “holistic dentistry” and usually dismissed it as
an esoteric trend. Then again holistic dentists had not
undergone the surgical training that would have enabled
them to radically eliminate the aforementioned disorders
surgically instead of merely trying to alleviate them.
Fortunately, some major changes have taken place since.
An ever increasing number of experienced oral surgeons
and oral and maxillofacial surgeons are implementing the
SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT—first formulated and tested
in detail by Dr. Volz—in their practices and clinics and offer
not only ceramic implantology, but also wisdom tooth
removal according to this concept, to give one example.

Figure 1: Firmly attached gingiva on the zirconia implant in a zirconia-epithelian connection.

THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
Thanks to Dr. Volz’s biological dentistry concept, we have
since 2001 been able to restore the gaps left behind by radical reconstructive surgery in a completely neutral and metal-free manner using the ceramic implants developed by Dr.
Volz himself. Since the introduction of the SCC SHORT CUT
CONCEPT according to Dr. Volz in 2014, we have for the
first time in dental history been able to fill these gaps with
ceramic implants and fixed restorations (Fig. 2) in a single
course of treatment—sometimes even in a single session—
without the patient having to endure significant pain or
swelling. At the same time, the anatomy, bone and gum are
preserved, thus respecting the principle of physical integrity. Our best “proof of concept” lies in the fact that Dr.
Volz’s largest group of patients are dentists themselves,
particularly implantologists, closely followed by alternative
practitioners, doctors of biological medicine and therapists.
What these professionals recognize is the fact that our
immediate implant protocol offers a solution to a problem
which has been central to dentistry for over 100 years namely how to thoroughly eliminate interference fields and
treat the inevitable gaps in a biocompatible way that
patients approve of and gladly accept.
Countless patients who knew that they needed therapy but
were not prepared to accept the solutions on offer or who
did not get adequate care are now receiving help in practices and clinics that offer the SCC Short Cut Concept
according to Dr. Ulrich Volz, and the ALL IN ONE CONCEPT
which is part of the SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT.
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Figure 2: Removal of the two central incisors (top) with immediate implant placement and immediate temporaries (bottom). The patient’s disc symptoms disappeared immediately after surgery.
Moreover, the temporary restoration (bottom right) was more visually appealing than the previous ceramic crowns (top right).

THE ALL IN ONE CONCEPT AND MY BIOHEALTH WEEK
In 2016, the SWISS BIOHEALTH CLINIC was established as
a logical continuation of Dr. Volz’s concept based on his 30
years of experience. The ALL IN ONE CONCEPT introduced
there makes it possible to eliminate all of a patient’s dental
problems in just a single session or series of sessions as part
of the My BIOHEALTH Week. This is key because the
immune system can only function in an optimum manner
once all potential problematic factors like metals, osteonecrosis, root-treated teeth and other fields of interference
have been completely removed, thus eliminating systemic
stress. It is all the more important because ceramic implants
are completely neutral and will only be assimilated into
healthy bones by a functioning immune system. By contrast, titanium implants heal by releasing inflammation
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mediators in the sense of chronic inflammation and thus
also in compromised bone (as described on page 32 ).
Peri-implantitis does not occur with zirconia ceramic
implants, which justifies the greater effort and expenditure
required prior to implant placement. Our highly consistent
ALL IN ONE CONCEPT delivers success rates of around
98% at the SWISS BIOHEALTH CLINIC, a positive side-effect being that patients complete the entire treatment in
one session or series of sessions. This concept makes it possible to lay the foundation for a major improvement in
health as quickly as possible, enabling patients to leave the
clinic with fixed and esthetic temporary restorations.
The following figures (see Fig. 3 and 4 on the following
pages) illustrate the typical scheme of treatment in accor-
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dance with THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT, and explain
how patients have to prepare for surgery and what they
need to do in the weeks after surgery. The underlying protocol has been developed over many years by internationally recognized specialists in biological medicine and dentistry.
In very simple terms, the objectives of THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT can be defined as partnering with
immunology; working in a radical but stress-free (atraumatic), preventive and minimally invasive manner from an
early stage, thus avoiding swelling and pain; reaching the
goal in as few sessions as possible to minimize the time the
patient is out of action; using as few foreign materials as
possible and—if any are required—keeping them as biologically compatible as possible, as well as keeping the patient
in a parasympathetic tone throughout the treatment to the
greatest extent possible.

Medical history and findings
It goes without saying that all conventional aspects of a
dental examination and diagnosis are respected. This
includes medical history, findings, X-ray, functional examination, impression-taking, etc.

Further lab tests
Further tests can be carried out. They do, however, branch
out far into the medical field and should, if they are needed,
be carried out with the support of a physician/naturopath:
They include tests for micronutrients, IgG4 food intolerances, porphyrins, nitrosative stress, HPU/KPU analysis,
genetic tests, stool analysis, etc.
Titanium intolerance tests
As regards to the general EMF exposure, which will increase
yet again as a result of the introduction of the mobile 5G
network, we recommend considering the removal of all titanium implants, especially for people with preexisting
chronic diseases. Cell phone use within a 3G/4G network
results in the temperature of the bone in the vicinity of a
titanium implant increasing by up to 4°C! A study also
showed that excessive cell phone use can impair bone maturation around implants and delay osseointegration(20). As a
rule, testing for titanium intolerance (Melisa test, titanium
stimulation test) within the framework of THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT therefore is not necessary.

DVT
A three-dimensional X-ray image (digital volume tomography, DVT) must be carried out to detect and localize inflammation, ischemic osteonecrosis (FDOJ and foreign bodies,
e.g. metal splinters.

Meridian analysis
Once sources of inflammation and foci have been identified
on a 3D image, they are “matched,” i.e. associated with the
patient’s general symptoms with the help of the meridian
system (see p. 21). We always—and in all patients—find an
accumulation of general medical symptoms on the meridians which run through inflammation interference fields or
areas of inflammation.

LDL and vitamin D3 analysis
A high LDL level (low density lipoprotein, the “bad” cholesterol) above 1.2 g/L indicates a high susceptibility to inflammation. Reducing elevated LDL levels therefore constitutes
a further important measure. Within the general population,
LDL increases are mainly due to our bodies reacting to
increasing levels of electrosmog. LDL has a counterproductive effect because it increases the risk of inflammation and
impairs bone healing(20). We recommend using the following protocol agreed with Dr. Klinghardt to reduce LDL levels:

Neural therapy simulation
The correlations identified can now be simulated, so that
they become tangible and comprehensible for the patient.
The injection of procaine around the suspected tooth is an
instrument perfectly suited to convince the patient of the
necessity of rehabilitation and to determine in advance
whether the biological dental therapy will result in a general
physical improvement. As a rough guide, the actual
improvement will be about twice as strong as the improvement that can be achieved through simulation (for further
information see p. 20).

•
•
•
•

Pre- and post-treatment principles

Chlorella (20 pellets three times a day)
Niacin (500 mg one to three times per day)
Acetyl-L-Carnitine (1,500 mg mornings and evenings)
A high-dose micronutrient supply for at least three
months with BASELINE and BOOST (Fig. 9)

A low vitamin D3 level below 70 ng/ml (25(OH)D3 being
measured) reduces the body’s ability to form healthy bone
and correlates with a weakened immune system(16–19).

Given the standard that modern medicine has reached in
the 21st century, it seems anachronistic to automatically
prescribe oral antibiotics after dental surgery, to prescribe a
chlorhexidine mouthwash and to tolerate massive swelling
over many days. This approach stems from a mechanistic
approach, according to which bacteria must be fought and
killed without any consideration of side effects. Oral antibiotics (anti bios = against life) lead in various ways to lysis
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The My

Day 1
Admission
Completion of MSQ
HRV/VNS measurement
Blood analysis D3/LDL
High-dose vitamin C/
restorative infusion
Postoperative bag
Medical briefing
DVT
(3D x-ray)
impressions

Dentistry briefing

Possibly metal removal

Dental esthetics briefing

Possibly alkaline bath

BIOHEALTH Week scheme

Day 2

Day 3

Antibiotic infusion
IV dexamethasone
High-dose vitamin C/
restorative infusion
Blood sample collection
for PRF membranes
Analgesic infusion

Ozone autologous
blood therapy
Antibiotic infusion
IV dexamethasone
High-dose vitamin C/
restorative infusion
Possibly Analgesic
infusion

Craniosacral
therapy

Craniosacral therapy
Lympathic drainage

Oral surgery treatment
(e.g. extractions,
FDOJ restoration,
implants, augmentations, etc.)
Implant prosthetics
(Long-term temporaries)

HBOT (not in case of
ext. SL)
Magnetic field
PhotonWave
possibly ionic detox
foot bath
Colon hydrotherapy
Neural therapy of the
lymphatic belt

Day 4
Antibiotic infusion
IV dexamethasone
High dose vitamin C
infusion
Mitochondrial infusion
HBOT
Magnetic field
PhotonWave
Dental post-op
check-up
Possibly placement of
long-term temporaries and bite adjustment

Day 5
Ozone autologous
blood therapy
Antibiotic infusion
High dose vitamin C/
restorative infusion
IM Celestone chronodose (deposit
injection)
Oral antibiotics (for
emergencies)
HBOT
Magnetic field
PhotonWave
Ionic detox foot bath
HRV//VNS measurement
Completion of MSQ
Discharge

Post-treatment at hotel
or at home
HILOTHERM cooling
mask Arnica, Traumeel
ointment
Oral painkillers

Reception

Medical department

At home/at hotel

Dental technology department

Figure 3: The My BIOHEALTH Week scheme, THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT system
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Complementary recommendations regarding My

BIOHEALTH Week

MICRONUTRIENT BALANCING: high dose vitamin D3, K2, C, magnesium, etc.

DIET: vegetables (raw, cooked), nuts (no peanuts) avocado, coconut oil, smoothies, broth

AVOID: dairy and animal products, sugar, starch, alcohol, smoking, W-Fi, cell phone

Surgery

W4

W2

W1

D1

D1

My
Plenty of sun exposure, exercise,
sleep

D2

D3

D4

W1

W2

W4

BIOHEALTH Week
No sun exposure, no sports, no sauna

Complete rest, no work

Continue resting

Sun exposure,
sports, sauna

Drainage

Figure 4: Complementary recommendations regarding My BIOHEALTH Week
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(dissolution) of the bacteria’s cell membrane, with the result
that enormous amounts of endotoxins (i.e. the intestinal
contents of the lead so to speak) are released into the body,
which can lead to side effects as severe as septic shock(21).
Furthermore, patients feel weakened when taking oral antibiotics and often suffer from diarrhea and vomiting as valuable intestinal bacteria can also be destroyed. They may
also suffer fungal infections of the intestines or genitals as
the bacteria which normally keep fungi in check are eliminated. We have also observed an increase in levels of fungi
in the oral cavity after the use of chlorhexidine. Furthermore, the ill-considered and routine use of oral antibiotics
promotes the development of resistance and reduces their

life-saving value in the event of truly serious diseases(22).
This is why biological dentistry focuses on strengthening
the immune system, local sterilization and activation of
bone healing with natural or intravenously administered
substances in order to avoid the aforementioned problems.
When administered intravenously, antibiotics do not have
the above mentioned side effects and negative concomitant symptoms.
We must also be aware that although our bodies are naturally designed to thrive, they sometimes no longer function
properly because we have strayed too far from nature. In
evolutionary terms, we were intended to live unclothed in
the equatorial region of our planet, thus receiving a sufficient supply of vitamin D3 from the sun, leading a physically

active life, roaming in the wild and feeding on fresh natural
products which would provide us with sufficient amounts
of all the vitamins (especially vitamin C), minerals and other
micronutrients we need. An explanation of the most important micronutrients can be found in the section starting on
page 50.
The micronutrient protocol
The micronutrient protocol according to Dr. Klinghardt and
Dr. Volz ensures an optimal supply of minerals and vitamins
prior to surgery. This is achieved by taking eight capsules of
our BASELINE and BOOST preparations in the mornings
and evenings (Fig. 5-9).
Patients are required to start taking the preparations two to
four weeks prior to surgery and to continue taking them for
another two to four weeks afterwards, thereby enabling the
body’s stores to be filled to the maximum without any risk
of overdosing due to the relatively short treatment period
of one to two months. The simple dosage form in blister
packs containing the exact dosage makes it quick and easy
to take the supplement correctly, and is convenient for people who travel regularly.
No later than two to three days after beginning to take
them, most patients have more energy and their bodies are
better able to regenerate thanks to the deep, restful sleep
they get.
Importance of micronutrient balancing as a treatment for
periodontitis
Our consistent application of the protocol described above
in the SWISS BIOHEALTH CLINIC has enabled us to observe
that not only do the implants of almost all patients who
follow this protocol and take the BASIC IMMUNE mixture

Micronutrient

Details

Dosage
mornings

Vitamin A

Retinyl palmitate

300

µg

Vitamin C

L-ascorbic acid

50

mg

Vitamin D3

Cholecalciferol

20

µg

Vitamin K2

Menaquinone

8

µg

Vitamin E

d-Alpha-tocopheryl
acetate

25

mg

Micronutrient

Details

Dosage
evenings

Unit

Phosphorus

Tricalcium phosphate

3.75

mg

Magnesium

Trimagensium
dicitrate

8.75

mg

L-arginine

L-arginine

60

mg

L-Lysine

L-Lysine

40

mg

Zinc

Zinc citrate

5

mg

Alpha-linolenic
acid

Linseed oil

45

mg

Alpha-linolenic acid

Linseed oil

80

mg

DHA

Seaweed powder

10

mg

DHA

Seaweed powder

20

mg

Unit

Figure 5: BASELINE ingredients mornings
(amount per capsule)
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Figure 6: BASELINE ingredients evenings
(amount per capsule)
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heal without complication, but preexisting manifestations
of gum inflammation have completely disappeared by the
time patients arrive at our clinic for surgery. This clearly disproves the official thesis that gum inflammation (periodontitis) is due to poor dental hygiene and shows that these
patients are being unjustifiably stigmatized. We postulate
that periodontitis is the “scurvy of the 21st century” and is
caused by micronutrient deficiency (especially vitamin D
and vitamin C), which leads to gum inflammation(23–28). The
resulting pain and sensitivity to touch causes the patient to
stop brushing adequately. Plaque buildup is therefore the
consequence rather than the cause of periodontitis and not
the other way around!
Single shots
To manage the inflammatory response related to surgery,
single shots should be given intravenously prior to surgery
and on the three days following surgery. They consist of 1.2
g (for women) or 2.4 g (for men), respectively, of co-amoxicillin in 50–100 ml NaCl as an infusion (600 mg of clindamycin in case of penicillin allergy) and a separate single
shot of 8 mg of IV dexamethasone. These drugs are administered to prevent the “bad inflammation” caused by giant
cells, which is associated with tissue destruction. “Good
inflammation” based on macrophages, leucocytes, lymphocytes and monocytes, which leads to the formation of new
and healthy tissue, will not be affected. It is important to
ensure that all intravenous administrations are carried out
prior to surgery so that the PRF (see section starting on p.
74) and blood clot, which is stored in void spaces (extraction

Micronutrient

Details

Dosage
mornings

Unit

Vitamin B6

Pyrodal-5-phosphate

3.75

mg

Vitamin C

L-ascorbic acid

100

Vitamin D3

Cholecalciferol

25

Vitamin K2

Menaquinone

sockets, FDOJ cavities or maxillary sinuses), but has no
contact with the bloodstream until vascularization, is
already “loaded” with the valuable substances. The administration of cortisol (dexamethasone) has become increasingly important in recent years, since more than 50% of
people living in Western industrialized nations now suffer
from adrenal fatigue, which means that they can no longer
produce sufficient amounts of the body’s own cortisol and
are particularly at risk of wound-healing disorders and other
complications(29).
This adrenal weakness is triggered by years of stress-related overproduction of cortisol(30), which eventually leads
to a loss of the ability to produce cortisol at all (the tank is
empty). This also alters the production of other hormones
in the adrenal cortex with serious consequences for the
health and performance of the affected individuals. We suspect that some 95% of our patients now suffer from this
weakness. You can request the Adrenal Fatigue Questionnaire from the SWISS BIOHEALTH CLINIC to determine
your risk easily and free of charge.
Infusion therapy
Throughout the treatment week, patients receive various
infusions on a daily basis. In addition to infusions containing
15 g of vitamin C (which should always be administered
separately), there will be restorative infusions containing
procaine, magnesium sulfate, sodium bicarbonate and vitamin B12. It is important not to use isotonic saline solution as
a basis, as it retains water in the kidneys, but to use isotonic
Ringer’s solution instead. Towards the end of the procedure,
the infusion therapy is ended with an analgesic infusion.
The patient should not feel severe pain at any stage, as this

Micronutrient

Details

Dosage
evenings

Unit

mg

Vitamin B2

Riboflavin

6.3

mg

Vitamin B12

Methylcobalamine

250

µg

17

µg
µg

Folic acid

5-MTHF

312

µg

Manganese

Manganese(II)
sulfate

0.8

mg

Vitamin C

100

mg

L-arginine

L-arginine

117.5

mg

Magnesium

L-ascorbic acid
Trimagensium
dicitrate

50

mg

L-Lysine

L-Lysine

130

mg

Alpha-lipoic
acid

Alpha-lipoic acid

75

mg

Selenium

Sodium selenate

37.5

µg

Q10

Coenzyme Q10

12.5

mg

Figure 7: BOOST ingredients mornings
(amount per capsule). Different formulation in
Switzerland (without alpha-liponic acid)

Figure 8: BOOST ingredients evenings (amount
per capsule)
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would activate the sympathetic nervous system and undermine the immune and healing mechanisms(31). For minor
procedures, 1 g of paracetamol is sufficient, for major or
prolonged procedures, infusions of 2.5 g of Novalgin® over
a period of 20 to 30 min. are recommended. A mitochondrial infusion is administered on the postoperative days.
Cooling with HILOTHERM
The most important postoperative measures include
hilotherapy by means of a device which the patient should
apply continuously over a period of 72 hours postoperatively (Fig. 10). If used consistently, this device can prevent
postoperative pain and swelling to a large extent. The success of this measure is based on the principle that after surgery, the oxygen and nutrient demand increases considerably, which leads to an increase in the metabolic rate with
subsequent overheating of the tissue due to inflammation.
This in turn increases the overall oxygen requirement, and
the amount of oxygen available is no longer sufficient for
regeneration, resulting in reduced blood circulation (ischemia) and lack of oxygen supply. The consequence is cell
death and formation of edema—a vicious circle. The damaged tissue’s oxygen demand therefore needs to be
reduced. This can be achieved by cooling the tissue using
the Hilotherm cooling mask. Cooling of the tissue by 10°C
will reduce the metabolic rate by 50%; cooling by 20°C
(from 37°C down to 17°C) reduces it by 75%. As a result, the
available oxygen will be more than sufficient. However, the
temperature must not fall below 15°C, as this would cause
lymph congestion, preventing the removal of toxins(32).

Concomitant homeopathic medication
Homeopathic medicines can be administered in the following postoperative situations:
• Arnica C30 in all cases before and after every surgical
intervention
• Belladonna C30 to relieve swelling
• Bellis Perennis D6 and C30 to reduce hematomas
• Hypericum C30 in the event of nerve injuries and paraesthesia
• Apis C30 in the event of an allergy, irrespective of its
severity, in addition to the prescribed general medical
measures
Prophylactic medication given at discharge
Before being discharged from the clinic, patients should be
given the following prophylactic medication to take away
with them. These should however only be taken in the event
of complications and only after prior consultation with the
treating dentist:
• Augmentin: 625 mg for oral administration twice daily
• Prednisolone: Four 20 mg tablets for a tapered therapy
according to the following daily dose pattern: 20–20–10–
10–10–5–5
Complications occur—if at all—almost exclusively on weekends! This is not due to Murphy’s Law, but rather to the
increased parasympathetic activation as people relax at
weekends. The provision of prophylactic medication eliminates the need for the patient to obtain a prescription and
then search for an emergency pharmacy, thus preventing
unnecessary stress and wasted time all round.

CONTINUING TREATMENT
Principles of detoxification
A highly effective detoxification procedure is key in ensuring lasting outstanding and delivering the greatest health
improvements for the patient, especially after the removal
of amalgam or other metals or after surgical interventions
in general. It is important to distinguish between non-specific detoxification therapies and specific therapies that can
only be carried out after a medical examination and diagnosis and under medical supervision.

Figure 9: BASELINE and BOOST
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Non-specific general detoxification therapies are initiated
during the My BIOHEALTH Week, and every patient can
and must undergo them after a surgical procedure. This
includes the intake of sufficient fluid—at least two to three
liters of purified water per day. Ion foot baths according to

Biological dentistry

Dr. Klinghardt as well as intestinal cleansing (colon hydrotherapy), ideally in combination with special intestinal massages, are also very beneficial in promoting detoxification.
The factor of nutrition
It is also very important to maintain healthy nutrition
,
avoiding a renewed intake of harmful substances, and to
eat vegetables (raw or cooked), nuts (but not peanuts
because of the aflatoxin they contain), avocados, coconut
oil, smoothies and broths. Dairy products and other animal
proteins need to be avoided for several weeks, as well as
sugar, starch, alcohol and smoking.
The factor of EMF
The influence of EMF on detoxification efficiency has been
vastly underestimated in the past. The influence of EMF on
detoxification efficiency has also been vastly underestimated in the past, as Dr. Volz showed in a DETOX EXPERIMENT in 2010. He brought together 20 patients, some of
them severely ill (with conditions including ALS, cancer,
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and MS), and 20 well-known biological doctors including Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt, Dr. Christfried Preußler, Dr. Joachim Mutter, Dr. Christof Plothe, HPU
specialist Dr. Tina Ritter, Professor John Ionescu and others
in a completely EMF-radiation-free area in Brazil. Thus, a
“digital sabbatical” of at least 5 days postoperatively is an
absolute must to avoid hampering the detoxification and
healing process.
The factor of sleep
Since detoxification takes place during sleep, primarily at
night, due to liver activity and the shrinking of brain cells(7,82),
it is of particular importance to protect the bedroom as
much as possible. This is achieved by switching off all EMF
sources (smartphones, Wi-Fi, etc.), using protective plugs
such as VivoBase, or placing radiation protection canopies
over the bed. Deep, restful sleep is a prerequisite for good

Figure 10: HILOTHERM in the application

regeneration and detoxification, because it is during the
deep sleep phase that cells repair and molt, the energy supply is replenished, the immune system is activated, human
growth hormones (HGH) are formed and new muscles
develop. Bite height plays an extremely important role in
the detoxification of the central nervous system via the
glymphatic system (see p. 34) and the drainage of toxins
through the large neck veins (jugular vein) at night(7). A
reduced bite height leads to a constriction of neck veins
and impaired drainage of the lymph.
The sleep hormone melatonin is a key factor in good sleep.
As soon as dusk sets in, molecules formed in the eye send
out signals to the diencephalon, prompting it to produce
melatonin from the feel-good hormone serotonin. Melatonin is mainly produced by the pineal gland and is only
released into the bloodstream at night as part of our circadian rhythm(33). Cortisol and insulin have a particularly negative effect on deep sleep because they antagonize melatonin production(84, 85), a prerequisite for the deep sleep
phase. Thus, stress severely impairs nocturnal sleep as it
releases cortisol(36). Any screen activities in the evening,
especially those involving blue light, should be avoided, as
this type of light stimulates cortisol production and largely
destroys the sleep-promoting melatonin37, 38).
Sports activities which increase body temperature shortly
before bedtime are not recommended. The same goes for
late suppers with heavy consumption of short-chain carbohydrates, coffee, green tea or chocolate, as these increase
the release of cortisol, adrenaline and insulin and interfere
with sleep. A healthy intestine is important for sleep because
the microbiome produces neurotransmitters such as dopamine, serotonin and GABA, which improve deep sleep. A
healthy and balanced diet is very important for promoting
a stable and diversified intestinal flora (intake of pre- and
probiotics). Micronutrients that favor good sleep include
vitamin D3(39), Omega-3 fatty acids(40), vitamins E, B3, B6
and magnesium(41). The consumption of nuts (with the
exception of peanuts) is particularly recommended because
they contain tryptophan, the precursor of serotonin. Furthermore valerian, lavender, passiflora, ginkgo biloba, St.
John’s wort and ashwagandha (Withania somnifera) have a
calming effect on our organism and promote deep sleep.
Also worth mentioning is Swiss stone pine wood, as its
essential oil can have a calming and sleep-promoting effect.
The factor of bite height
Bite elevation is another important and extremely effective
detoxification measure. Ideally, it is assessed with Autonomous Response Testing (ART) according to Dr. Klinghardt
before any surgical intervention. This test makes it possible
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to identify the bite height that not only opens the jugular
veins, as described above, thus increasing detoxification
efficiency, but also places the patient in a deep Yin state, i.e.
the parasympathetic tone. The correct bite height will
already be built into the long-term temporary in the event
of a complete restoration, or alternatively achieved by
wearing a detox splint on the lower jaw at night. In addition
to opening the lateral jugular vein, the bite correction also
improves the blood supply to the brain(2).
Further principles
In addition to the widely-known detoxifying agents MSM
and zeolite, chlorella is an important detoxifying tool. The
recommended dose is 20 tablets three times per day (Fig. 11).
Sweating from the third postoperative day onwards by
means of regular sauna sessions, preferably using an infrared sauna, is also advised to promote detoxification.
Continuation of micronutrient therapy
It is important to complement the intensive micronutrient
balancing in the weeks before and after surgery by taking
lower doses on a permanent basis. Since a sufficient supply
of micronutrients is no longer available from our food due
to the leaching of our soils and because our stressful lives
increase our nutrient requirements, people in industrialized
Western countries need to supplement daily and routinely
with the most important substances such as minerals and
vitamins. This is achieved by a continued intake of BASELINE and BOOST at lower dosages, depending on individual needs (clinical situation, stress levels, etc.).

Figure 11: Chlorella vulgaris
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It is important to understand, however, that the body’s storage must always be replenished based on the above protocol prior to this maintenance dosage. Nobody will deny that
our stress levels have risen significantly in recent years due
to adverse factors such as environmental pollution, electrosmog, consequences of nuclear accidents, digital overload and the pressure resulting from being expected to be
permanently available. Unfortunately, increasing stress
means that we require an ever increasing amount of nutrients.
Intestinal rehabilitation and amino acids
Rehabilitation of intestinal flora and amino acid supply can
be achieved with the help of two important products manufactured especially for SWISS BIOHEALTH VITAL by Supz
Nutrition (Fig. 12). They were developed by team of experts
working under Dr. Dominik Nischwitz in close cooperation
with physicians and athletes on the basis of the latest scientific findings, ensuring the maximum bioavailability and tolerability of the selected raw materials and capsule shells,
which for example do not contain titanium oxide.
BioPro Supreme is a vegan protein powder based on brown
rice. One daily dose contains the complete amino acid profile equivalent of a 300 g steak. It contains six selected probiotic cultures in a concentration of 2 billion bacteria per
serving which help cleanse and build up the intestinal flora.
Psyllium husks, fructo and Sunfiber are added as prebiotics.
As a further special feature, this protein-probiotic complex
contains an extra portion of the amino acid glutamine in

Figure 12: BioPro Supreme and Amino Supreme
Performance
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each daily dose. A regular intake, especially after surgical
interventions, but also by patients who practice intensive
sports, provides sufficient vegan amino acids (the most
important building material of our bodies) and improves
the intestinal flora. This strengthens the gut-related immune
system, which makes up around 80% of our entire immune
system. The powder is prepared in the SWISS BIOHEALTH
SHAKER with purified water or unsweetened almond or
coconut milk.
Amino Supreme Performance is a sugar-free red amino
drink with exclusively vegan amino acids and no artificial
colors or sweeteners. It is made of a special amino acid
matrix. It contains BCAAs (branched-chain amino acids)
and all the EAAs (essential amino acids), as well as taurine,
glutamine, creatine, beta-alanine, tyrosine and ornithine-L-aspartate. Additionally, it contains the mineral magnesium in the form of magnesium malate. Particularly after
surgery, the body has an increased need for amino acids, as
these are required to build cells and enzymes. An enhanced
supply of amino acids also accelerates detoxification. In
phase II detoxification in the liver, an amino acid is added to
toxins such as heavy metals in order to flush them out of
the system more easily. Amino acids are also needed for
neurotransmitter formation, and thus for better functioning
of the brain and the endocrine system, improved performance and better mood in general.
Depending on the individual situation (clinical picture, toxic
stress situation), a specific detoxification therapy can be
performed. It includes the specific prescription of drugs,
minerals and vitamins, usually after a blood test, a mercury/
heavy metal mobilization test and an ART (Autonomous
Response Test) according to Dr. Klinghardt. Likewise, mercury drainage using DMPS (di-mercapto-propane-sulfonic
acid) may only be carried out under medical supervision.
Neural therapies with a mixture of DMPS and procaine in
ganglia and other areas must be carried out in a targeted
manner.
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Importance of micronutrients in dentistry
An increasing loss of minerals and vitamins has been
observed in all types of fruit and vegetables. Leached soils,
air pollution, modern processing methods and storage as
well as long transport routes and storage have resulted in a
drastic loss of valuable substances in our food over the past
50 years(1). Nowadays, you would have to eat ten times as
much fruit and vegetables to get the same level of nutrients
as 50 years ago.
Vitamin D3, vitamin K2, vitamin C and magnesium are probably the most important micronutrients—which is why we
call them the “fantastic four”. They play a prominent role in
dental health and bone metabolism. We also present the
most important information about Vitamin A. Together with
vitamins D3 and K2, it is one of the three micronutrients
which Dr. Weston Price found to be of extraordinary importance for both general and dental health.

VITAMIN D
Strictly speaking, Vitamin D is not a vitamin, but a hormone
in its active form. The paramount importance of vitamin D—
which goes far beyond bone health—has only been discovered in recent years.

Occurrence and supply
Our food contains only very small amounts of vitamin D3
(cholecalciferol) as the most important precursor of vitamin D. Only cod liver oil has a significant vitamin D content,
containing around 12,000 I.U. per 100 g(2). This is why only
20% of vitamin D3 intake comes from food(3), as its content
in fat-rich fish species such as salmon and herring, milk(4),
porcini and shiitake mushrooms and avocados is much
lower(2).
The skin produces 80% of our vitamin D3 by converting its
own 7-dehydrocholesterol. UV radiation is required to convert this substance into the previtamin D3 by photolysis(5).
Our skin’s 7-dehydrocholesterol content decreases ever
more with age. Older people’s ability to form D3 in the skin
is also reduced by more than half compared to 20-yearolds(6). On a sunny day, humans produce about 10,00020,000 I.U. (International Units) of vitamin D3 per hour(7).
Unfortunately, in reality, we usually spend the entire day
fully clothed in closed rooms far away from the equator
with its intense vitamin-D-forming sunlight, without any
exercise, and therefore have a reduced metabolism. When
we do go out into the sun, we “protect” our body from
absorbing vitamin D3 with sunscreen. When using a cream
with a sun protection factor, SPF 8 is sufficient to reduce
vitamin D3 production by more than 97%(8). Unfortunately,
widespread obesity is another factor contributing to
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reduced vitamin D3 absorption, as it is then formed in the
skin but cannot be released into the blood. Consequently,
obese people more frequently have vitamin D deficiency(9–11).
Vitamin D3 levels in the population differ according to latitude. Levels are highest in people living near the equator
(40ng/ml) and lower in those living further north and south
of the equator(12). It is important to note that the population
of countries north of the 40th parallel (in Europe: north of
Rome) cannot produce sufficient vitamin D from October
to March(13). Cloudiness and the angle of incidence of the
sun both impact the absorption of UVB radiation(7, 14). If the
angle is less than 45°, the path for the sun’s rays through
the ozone layer is too long for vitamin D to be produced,
since the ozone layer absorbs part of the UV radiation.
The website www.timeanddate.com enables you track the
hours of sunshine along with the angle of incidence for any
place in the world. For example, on January 11, 2018, in Oslo
(40th latitude), there was no time of day when the sun was
at an angle of incidence greater than 45°. In Tel Aviv (32nd
degree of latitude), on the other hand, optimal vitamin D
production was achieved between 9:28 a.m. and 4:03 p.m.
on January 11. An app is available for mobile phones (Dminder by Professor Holick), which shows precisely how many
I.U. of vitamin D3 can be produced at what time of day and
within what time frame. There is a simple rule of thumb to
remember: If your shadow is longer than your height, no
vitamin D3 can be produced(7).
As a result of today’s predominantly indoor lifestyle, the
majority of the population now suffers from vitamin D deficiency(15,16). Unfortunately, 60% of the German population
has levels under the lower limit of 30ng/ml(17), which means
that they are in a state of “immunological hibernation” and
are not capable of healing bones and wounds completely
and without complications. In a recent pilot study conducted on medical staff at a university hospital, the situation was even more dramatic. Of 24 participating individuals, 85.7% had vitamin D deficiency with a level below 30
ng/ml, while 45.8% had levels as low as 10 ng/ml and
below(18).
Physiological significance
The precursor substance 7-dehydrocholesterol is converted
into vitamin D3 (cholecalciferol) by thermal isomerization.
It takes the skin eight hours to convert 80% of the previtamin. As soon as the vitamin D3 enters the bloodstream, it is
transported to the liver with the help of the vitamin D binding protein (DBP), where it is hydroxylated to 25-OH-vitamin D3 (calcidiol). Calcidiol is a storage form of vitamin D3.
The conversion into the active steroid hormone
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1,25-(OH)2-D3 calcitriol then continues in the kidneys(19)
(Fig.1).
Together with the parathyroid hormone (PTH), vitamin D is
one of the most important hormonal elements in controlling
the calcium and phosphate balance(20). The parathyroid
hormone is secreted by the parathyroid gland and released
when the calcium level drops. It leads indirectly to the activation of osteoclasts (“bone-eating cells”) and the mobilization of calcium and phosphate from the bone tissue. The
result is increased calcium in the blood and decreased mineral content in the bones (osteopenia, osteoporosis). The
synthesis and release of PTH is inhibited by calcitriol. Calcitriol thus reduces the excretion of calcium from the kidneys and increases the calcium available by means of intestinal absorption. This is associated with increased osteoblast
activity, i.e. the ability to form healthy new bone(21). Calcitriol
is essential for undisturbed bone healing, as it inhibits
osteoclasts while activating osteoblasts(22–24). One of vitamin D3’s key functions is to promote the absorption of minerals in the intestine and their reabsorption through the
renal end tubules. To ensure this takes place on an ongoing
basis, the level of the D3 hormone calcitriol in our cells is
regulated via a cybernetic feedback loop, independent of
actual D3 formation with the help of the sun or D3 intake
from food.
If blood calcium levels increase, calcitriol is decreased,
thereby reducing calcium reabsorption. The parathyroid
hormone is also lowered in order to mobilize less calcium
from the bones. This is a very useful control circuit which
counteracts hypercalcemia, i.e. excessive calcium in the
blood, which carries a risk of arteriosclerosis. If this feedback loop functions properly, the exact amount of calcitriol
will always be produced to balance out the calcium level in
the blood (Fig. 2).
If there is a lack of vitamin D3 due to insufficient formation
with the help of sunlight (which was never intended by
nature, since mankind originated in Africa(25)), and the intake
through food is insufficient, then additional stress is added
to a preexisting stress load. As a result, the body falls into
the acidic pH range. However, since the blood pH value
must always be regulated at just under 7.4 in order to maintain vital functions, calcium is increasingly absorbed or
mobilized from the bones via the parathyroid hormone to
buffer and neutralize the blood. This overrides the feedback
loop described above. A normalization of the blood pH is
achieved, but the increased calcium level leads to a further
fatal drop in calcitriol—a vicious circle.
In addition to its importance for calcium metabolism and,

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the endogenous synthesis and activation of vitamin D(18)

consequently, for bone formation, Vitamin D3 has immunological and metabolic effects on our body. Furthermore,
vitamin D3 controls more than 2,000 different genes and
the immune system(19) by decreasing our acquired immune
response (especially overactive in the case of autoimmune
diseases) and increasing our innate non-specific immune
response. Vitamin receptors are found in some cell types in
our immune system, e.g. in T lymphocytes, especially T
helper cells(27). Activated vitamin D3 stimulates the formation of antimicrobial peptides on the skin and mucous
membrane, and thus has an antibacterial and anti-inflammatory effect(28). These often kill microorganisms, i.e. bacteria and viruses, faster and more effectively than our acquired
immune system does by activating specialized defense
cells. The resistance to influenza that results from a sufficient vitamin D3 supply is owed to the inhibition of the tran-
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scription factor NF-κB(29,30). NF-κB is a protein that is activated by cell stress and causes both an inflammatory
cascade and the formation of free radicals. Vitamin D3 thus
plays a regulating role in cell stress reactions, subject to the
availability of a sufficient supply of 25-hydroxy vitamin D3
(storage form of vitamin D3).
Vitamin D helps us achieve a parasympathetic tone—the
opposite of the stress response. It promotes restful relaxation and healthy sleep(31–33).
Pathophysiology
The prevalence of chronic diseases such as diabetes mellitus and multiple sclerosis has shown to increase with the
distance from the equator and thus less sunlight and less
time spent outdoors. Due to stressful living conditions,
which lead to systemic acidosis and thus to the resorption
of calcium from the bones in order to buffer the blood pH
to 7.4, the body simulates a sufficiently high D3 level, which
further exacerbates the lack of D3.
Since vitamin D3 supports the immune system, a deficiency
can have many different repercussions(34). Autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis or rheumatoid arthritis
occur more frequently when we have low D3 levels(26). In
experiments, the elimination of these receptors led to outbreaks of inflammatory bowel disease. Vitamin D deficiency
can lead to dysbiosis of the intestinal microbiome and trigger colitis(35). The microbiome, our largest immune organ, is
dependent on vitamin D(36).
Studies show an increased predisposition to respiratory
infections in children and adolescents(37, 38). In addition to
susceptibility to infections, other typical deficiency symptoms are rickets, osteoporosis, gingivitis and many others(39–43). Besides concentration and cardiovascular disorders, it can lead to reduced muscle strength, growth
disorders, increased susceptibility to fractures, sleep and
concentration disorders and depression(34,39,42,44–50). Neurological diseases, such as schizophrenia or autism, are also
vitamin D dependent(36). A study from 2015 indicated that
avoiding sunlight as a risk factor for premature death was
on a par with smoking(51).
Preventive and therapeutic significance
Vitamin D has been shown to have a preventive effect on
cardiovascular diseases, including myocardial infarction,
cancer, MS, and chronic fatigue triggered by permanent
NF-κB activation(39,44,52–57).
The importance of vitamin D in the prevention and therapy
of infectious and chronic diseases could be owed to its
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anti-inﬂammatory and immunomodulatory effects. Some
studies have shown its antiviral effect in connection with
inﬂuenza infections(58,59).
The benefits of vitamin D in COVID-19 patients are also
increasingly being demonstrated(60,61). As part of its important functions in both the innate and the acquired immune
defense, it stimulates, among other things, the production
of the aforementioned AMPs such as defensin and cathelicidin, which act as endogenous antibiotics and kill off
inﬂuenza and coronaviruses(62,63), to give two examples. It
also acts as a modulator of B and T cells and reduces inflammatory processes. In one study, vitamin D supplementation
prevented high levels of eosinophils and an inflammatory
response in the lungs in mice after the initial phase of sensitization to an allergen(64). Moreover, vitamin D protects the
lungs by positively affecting the blood pressure-regulating
renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS) and alleviating bacteria-induced lung damage(65).
Consequently, high-dose D3 therapy invariably not only
increases performance but also reduces susceptibility to
stress and improves mood. There is hardly a more effective
anti-depressant than vitamin D3(66,67).
In oncology, the positive effects of vitamin D are increasingly being highlighted. Many studies have shown that low
vitamin D levels in patients with colon cancer, breast cancer,
chronic lymphatic leukemia and acute myeloid leukemia
can be associated with a poorer clinical outcome and a
worse prognosis(68–70). One study also indicated that patients
with B-cell lymphoma benefit from additional vitamin D
administration in antibody therapy with rituximab(71). In
patients with metastatic colon cancer, one study shows
that high vitamin D levels prolong progression-free sur-
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vival(72). Another study examined 351 patients with Hodgkin’s lymphoma over an observation period of 13 years. It
was shown that the patients with vitamin D deficiency had
decreased progression-free survival and overall survival(73).
vitamin D is even believed to have an anticarcinogenic
effect and is recommended as a novel and economical cancer drug(74). A review (see Fig. 3, p. 52) showed that patients
with serum levels of 40-60 ng/ml of the storage form
25-OH-D3 are protected from most chronic diseases(75)!
Importance of vitamin D in sports medicine
The aspects presented above are also important for sports
medicine. The skeleton itself is just as important for a stable
musculoskeletal system that can withstand extreme loads
as it is for rapid and full fracture healing after injuries. The
anti-inﬂammatory aspect combined with a reduced degree
of inflammation of the musculature correlates with rapid
healing in the context of micro-injuries during high training
and competition-related exertion (76). Immunomodulation
should also not be underestimated, as a competitive athlete’s immune system tends to be under a great deal of
strain, especially with regard to viral diseases.
Increased maximum oxygen uptake(77) and improved resilience of the cardiopulmonary system(78) are especially
important in sports medicine. In regards to muscular structure and performance, type II muscle fibers are of particular
importance, e.g. for soccer players(79). Overall, there is sufficient evidence to suggest that vitamin D promotes performance and regeneration and reduces susceptibility to
injury. Recent studies have, however, shown inconsistent
results, and much research is still needed. There is a lack of
clarity, especially with regard to the optimum vitamin D status for each individual(80).
Importance in dentistry
The importance of vitamin D in dentistry has also been
described on many occasions. One study showed that a
low-carbohydrate diet with adequate coverage of the need
for omega-3 fatty acids, fiber, vitamins C and D3 and antioxidants can generally prevent inflammation of the gum
and periodontium(81). Consequently, periodontitis no longer
requires surgery, but can be prevented and treated through
a supply of the above-mentioned vitamins and minerals. A
study showed that patients with high vitamin D levels had
significantly less gum bleeding, shallower pocket depths
and less tooth loss(82).
The correlation between vitamin D deficiency and caries,
molar incisor hypomineralization, gingivitis/periodontitis
and tooth loss has also been demonstrated(83–89). vitamin D
inhibits the growth and expression of virulence factors of

the periodontal marker germ Porphyromonas gingivalis(90);
vitamin D also increases the antibacterial activity of oral
epithelial cells against the periodontal germ Aggregatibacter actinomycetemcomitants(91). Vitamin D levels have a
positive effect on local bone remodeling(92). A study by
Choukroun et al. confirms the importance of vitamin D3 for
bone formation, on which the healing of implants
depends(93). 1.25-(OH)2-vitamin 2-D3 (calcitriol) is the most
important hormone involved in bone formation, while also
reducing the propensity to inflammation. Vitamin D3 deficiency inhibits the healing of implants and raises the risk of
infection(93–95).
Dental X-rays can also provide information about vitamin
D3 deficiency: In patients with severe vitamin D3 deficiency,
the pulp horns are asymmetrical and narrowed and look like
a hard-back chair. Healthy pulp resembles a round arch with
wider pulp horns(96).
Laboratory test status and recommended intake
The evidence presented demonstrates the importance of
adequate vitamin D levels. Serum 25-(OH)-D3 concentration is recognized as a reliable marker for determining
them(97). Depending on the testing laboratory, vitamin D
concentration is expressed in nanograms per milliliter (ng/
ml) or nanomoles per liter (nmol/l), where 1 nmol/l is equivalent to 0.4 ng/ml.
Given our current highly stressful lifestyle, especially when
living far from the equator, it is not possible to achieve the
vitamin D levels necessary to remain healthy by spending
sufficient time in the sun. Even if there were an optimal
amount of natural sunlight, we would still need to take vitamin D3 to protect ourselves from acute and chronic diseases and guarantee an optimal long-term prognosis for
ceramic implants.
The recommended daily dose was not increased in Germany from 400 units to 800 units daily until 2012(98). Furthermore, in 2018 it became public knowledge that the current recommendations for daily doses of vitamin D3 had
been set too low(99–101)—namely by a factor of 10 due to a
calculation error(102)!
Pregnant women are recommended to have vitamin D levels above 40 ng/ml to protect both mother and fetus(103).
A current publication(18) recommends aiming for a serum
vitamin D level between 40 and 80 ng/ml. Dosing should be
carried out individually and checked by means of laboratory tests every three months. In case of vitamin D deficiency with respect to the above threshold (less than 40
ng/ml), a daily dose of 10,000 I.U. should be administered
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Figure 3: Disease incidence in relation to 25-OH-D3 levels(166)
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over three months to compensate for the deficiency. A daily
dose of 5,000 I.U. is considered an appropriate maintenance dose for vitamin D levels in the range of 40 to 80 ng/
ml. If this range is exceeded (> 80 ng/ml), the dose should
be reduced to 1,000 I.U. (see Fig. 4). In case of impaired organ
function or metabolic disease, the dose should be individualized accordingly.
A protective dose of more than 10,000 I.U. per day will optimally prepare patients for surgical intervention.
Safety
A review of safety data in randomized controlled clinical
trials with daily doses of 5,000 to 10,000 I.U./d revealed no
vitamin D intoxication. It is only studies from the 1930s and
1940s involving extremely high daily doses of vitamin D of
between 60,000 and 600,000 I.U./d that reported hypercalcemia as a consequence of the unphysiologically high
doses(18).
Cofactors
It is important to combine vitamin D3 with vitamin K2/mk7
when taking it over long periods in order to prevent potential hypercalcemia in the blood(104). The ratio of vitamin D3
to K2/mk7 should be 10,000 I.U. to 100μg K2/mk7.

The conversion into the active vitamin D hormone and further transport within the body rely particularly heavily upon
magnesium(105–107). Magnesium deficiency would block the
entire supply of PTH, calcium and vitamin D(108). It is very
important to give enough magnesium when administering
high doses of vitamin D3 to prevent magnesium deficiency(109). This has been taken into account in the composition of BASELINE and BOOST.
Protein synthesis and the activation of some genes also
require vitamin A in a balanced concentration to vitamin
D(110). If the ratio is unbalanced, the vitamins act as antagonists, and vitamin D’s action is impaired(111). vitamins A and D
have very closely related effects. “During gene transcription, the receptors for vitamin D hormone (VDR) and vitamin A hormone (RXR) merge, which is why the intrinsic
effects of the sun hormone 1.25-(OH)2-D are often shared
with the vitamin A hormone (retinoic acid).”112) After entering the cell nucleus, this complex can bind to the vitamin D
response element (VDRE) in the DNA and control the transcription of many genes. This enables the synthesis of the
aforementioned antimicrobial, in particular antiviral AMPs,
which in turn can reduce the infectiousness of common
cold viruses(112).
A zinc deficiency also limits the function of vitamin D. Zinc
is needed to form vitamin D receptors, which are found on
almost all cells(113).
Side note: The usefulness of sunscreens
When it comes to sunscreen, it is important to know that
the production of vitamin D is exclusively reliant upon longwave UVB radiation, which accounts for the lower proportion of UV radiation. It is not dangerous for our skin. The
shorter UVA rays, on the other hand, penetrate deeper into
the skin and are responsible for cell damage and skin aging.
Therefore, it is better to go out briefly in the midday sun,
which is rich in UV, than to follow the widespread assumption that the less intense morning and evening sun is preferable(7).

Figure 4: Vitamin D supplementation protocol
in healthy adults for the maintenance of adequate vitamin D status(18)

Practically all sunscreens only have a UV filter built in. On
the one hand, this fatally prevents the formation of vitamin
D3 in the skin. On the other hand, people may spend more
time in the sun, and thus damage their skin through greater
UV exposure. Scientific findings from the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, gathered over 20 years and involving
more than 30,000 subjects, suggest that sunscreens have
been proven to be responsible for the development of skin
cancer(114), a result seconded by another study(115).
Creeping poisoning with toxins contained in sunscreens
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certainly contributes to this situation, as these toxins are
particularly easily absorbed by the skin—which after all is
one of the most effective absorption organs and has a surface area of 1.5 to 2 m2. Titanium dioxide nanoparticles
(E171), contained in almost all sunscreens, damage the DNA
and contribute to the development of Alzheimer’s, epilepsy
and autism. Zinc oxide nanoparticles(116), also contained in
these products, are suspected of killing intestinal and brain
stem cells(117).
Moreover, almost all sunscreens contain the two “super poisons” oxybenzone and octinoxate(118, 119). For this reason,
Hawaii was the first American state to ban the sale and use
of sunscreens, as these toxins destroy the coral reefs(120–122).
Interestingly, press articles mention the fatal effect of the
two super toxins on corals but completely fail to mention
their effect on humans.
Importance for THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
Blood levels of at least 70 ng/ml of 25-hydroxy-D3 (calcidiol) are commonly achieved when taking the dosage
prescribed as part of the preoperative micronutrient therapy (see p. 40) in the two to four weeks prior to a surgical
procedure. We believe that this dose optimally prepares
patients for surgery.
The phenomenon of vitamin D3 receptor blockage has
been the subject of growing debate in recent years and is
associated with an activation of retroviruses embedded in
the DNA by environmental and dental toxins. This explains
why, surprisingly, significantly lower amounts of vitamin D3
are sufficient to maintain a value of 70 ng/ml after a successful restoration in accordance with the ALL-IN-ONE
concept has been carried out. In the event of a receptor
blockage, the system must be flooded with high doses of
vitamin D3 prior to restoration in order to achieve the
required value of > 70 ng/ml. This can be achieved in virtually all cases through supplementation with our micronutrient formulation. In rare cases it may be necessary to increase
D3 to daily doses of up to 100,000 I.U.

VITAMIN K2
As far back as 1945, Dr. Weston Price discovered a “vitamin-like activator” which, according to his research, plays a
central role in the storage of minerals, child growth and
development, tooth positioning and physique, reproduction, aging, heart disease and brain function. He named this
factor “activator X.” It was not until 2008 that Christopher
Masterjohn combined the studies of Weston Price with
those of the United States Department of Agriculture and
Tufts University123). Masterjohn was able to demonstrate
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that activator X is identical to vitamin K2.
Occurrence
There are two naturally occurring forms of vitamin K: vitamin K1 and vitamin K2. Vitamin K1 is also known as phylloquinone, and vitamin K2 as menaquinone.
Vitamin K1 is a component of plant-based food. It is found
especially in the green leaves of herbs and green vegetables as it plays an important role in photosynthesis.
Vitamin K2 can be of animal or bacterial origin. It is found in
fermented plant-based foods. Nattō, a popular Japanese
food made from fermented soybeans, is particularly rich in
K2. Vitamin K2 can be produced to a small extent by a
healthy intestinal flora. The best-known types of menaquinones are MK-4 and MK-7.
Compared to vitamin K1, vitamin K2 is the more active form
and can be better absorbed and distributed by the body.
However, Western diets contain about 90% vitamin K1(124).
Physiological significance
Vitamin K is required for the synthesis and activity of GLA
(gamma-carboxylglutamic acid) proteins, which are activated by a vitamin K-dependent carboxylation reaction(125)
and have a variety of functions. Vitamin K2 appears to have
the strongest gamma carboxylation activity(8). Osteocalcin
is probably the most important GLA protein. It plays a key
role in calcium metabolism in tissues such as vessels, connective tissue and bone. It is effective only in its carboxylated form (activated osteocalcin) and should be present in
sufficient quantity, requiring an appropriate amount of vitamin K. Osteocalcin synthesis is initiated by calcitriol (the
active form of vitamin D3). The matrix GLA protein (MGP),
which has a high affinity for calcium ions, also supports
bone mineralization and inhibits calcium deposition in
blood vessels.
In general, vitamin K2 is responsible for transporting the
minerals absorbed by D3 in the intestine and reabsorbed in
the renal end tubules from the blood to the bones.
Other GLA proteins activate clotting factors in the liver,
namely factors II, VII, IX, X, and the proteins C, S and Z. In
addition, they can activate the MGP.
Vitamin K also plays a role in cartilage mineralization, lipid
metabolism and the mitochondrial respiratory chain(8).
Pathophysiology
A deficiency in vitamin K causes a reduction of bone den-
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sity and disrupts bone formation. It can also manifest itself
in the form of cardiovascular diseases(126). Due to its major
role in blood clotting, a vitamin K deficiency can result in
bleeding and prolonged clotting times, e.g. in the context of
surgery.

supply because of its immense importance for bone metabolism. This is ensured by the intake of the specific micronutrients we recommend prior to surgery (see p. 40) and also
of the preparation D3 + MK-7 COMPLETE.

Preventive and therapeutic significance
Vitamin K optimizes bone density and can be used to prevent and treat osteoporosis(121,1 27,1 28). It inhibits vascular calcification by means of the above mechanisms. It prevents the
widespread disease of arteriosclerosis and provides protection against cardiovascular disorders(129–131), reducing the risk
of heart disease, including myocardial infarction.

VITAMIN C

There is also evidence that vitamin K improves brain function by influencing sphingolipid synthesis(132), has an anti-tumor effect(133), prevents type II diabetes(134) and can increase
fertility in men(135).
Dr. Weston Price’s findings regarding the paramount importance of the “activator X” have thus been largely confirmed
by modern research.
Importance in dentistry
Due to its positive effect on bone metabolism, it plays an
important role in surgical procedures on the jaw such as
tooth extractions, or in implantology. vitamin K can also
provide protection against caries(136).
Recommended intake
The German Nutrition Society (DGE) suggests 60–65 µg for
women and 70–80 µg for men(137) as an adequate intake, not
distinguishing between vitamin K1 and K2. This is based on
the need for the control of blood coagulation. An optimum
bone metabolism probably requires much higher doses in
the order of 100 to over 1,000 µg per day(8).
Safety and interactions
Vitamin K2 cannot be overdosed even when taken in very
high doses. However, patients who are dependent on anticoagulant medications should limit the intake(138) and consult their physician. In doses of up to 100 μg per day, it does
not interfere with the action of anticoagulants such as Marcumar®.
Cofactors
A total of 100 μg of vitamin K2/mk7 are required for every
10,000 I.U. of vitamin D3. For more information on the interaction with vitamin D, see vitamin D cofactors (p. 53).
Importance for THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
We attach great importance to an adequate vitamin K2

Vitamin C is a water-soluble antioxidant that plays a significant role in a variety of vital functions.
Occurrence
Humans have been described as “defective mutants.” Unlike
most other mammals, they lack the enzyme which would
enable them to synthesize vitamin C from glucose in the
small intestine and must instead absorb it through their
diet.
Unfortunately, contrary to popular belief, orange juice contains only very small amounts of vitamin C (52 mg per 100
ml). By way of comparison, the acerola cherry contains up
to 1,700 mg per 100 g(139)!
The cheapest option is to buy ascorbic acid and dissolve it
with a natural lime (e.g. dolomite) and water. This results in
buffered magnesium and calcium ascorbate. Natural vitamin C with bioﬂavonoids works even better.
Physiological significance
Vitamin C gives off electrons very easily in a chemical reaction in the body. It is a potent reducing agent and the ultimate radical scavenger, reducing oxidative stress in cells
and tissues. Vitamin C supports the synthesis of carnitin—a
compound which is important for the provision of energy
through fatty acid utilization. Vitamin C also activates the
cytochrome P450 system, thus boosting detoxification.
Like vitamin D3, it has an osteoblast-activating and osteoclast-inhibiting effect, supporting bone formation and
inhibiting bone resorption(140–144). Together with the amino
acids lysine and proline, it promotes the formation of collagen and connective tissue(145, 146), and is therefore very
important for the elasticity of bones and tissues as well as
for wound healing.
In addition to its wound healing function, vitamin C is as
important as vitamin D3 when it comes to protecting the
body against infections(8,147–149). This immunological protection results from the promotion of the synthesis of interferones, immunoglobulins and complement factors, phagocytosis and chemotaxis, as well the increase of natural killer
cell activity. It also influences the migration of macrophages,
can enhance the proliferation of T and NK cells and can
boost the formation of antibodies. Moreover, it has an
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anti-inﬂammatory effect by protecting against excessive
pro-inﬂammatory signals such as cytokines or histamine,
thus preventing tissue destruction.
Vitamin C has another positive effect on the body: It boosts
stress tolerance in connection with the neurotransmission
mediated by glutamate and dopamine (neuroprotective
and neuromodulative effect). In addition, it is involved in the
synthesis of neuropeptides and neurotransmitters, e.g. of
norepinephrine from dopamine as well as serotonin. Vitamin C also prevents the formation of cancer-causing nitrosamines and inhibits DNA, protein and lipid peroxidase. It
has a selective cytotoxic effect on tumors by forming H2O2.
Pathophysiology
Scurvy is the clinical picture of a severe vitamin C deficiency. Typical symptoms are periodontitis, wound healing
disorders and susceptibility to infections(144, 147, 148, 150–152). Since
vitamin C is very important for tissue elasticity, a deficiency
can result in bleeding due to capillary fragility. Carnitine
deficiency, which occurs with vitamin C deficiency, causes
exhaustion, fatigue and muscle weakness.
Preventive and therapeutic significance
Supplementation with vitamin C reduces the likelihood of
contracting common colds(153). Vitamin C prevents and
relieves the symptoms of virus-related respiratory infections(154). It can effectively reduce the duration of colds even
in extreme cases, for example in athletes(155).
The helpful effect of vitamin C on pneumonia was reported
as early as in the 1930s(156, 157). In case of sepsis and a significant increase in cytokine concentration, neutrophils accumulate in the lungs, destroying alveolar capillaries and
causing an accumulation of alveolar fluid. Vitamin C can
effectively prevent this process by inhibiting the activation
and accumulation of neutrophils.
These findings are of particular importance in the context
of SARS-CoV-2 infections. Dr. Richard Cheng, who treated
patients with severe cases of COVID-19 with vitamin C in
Shanghai in the winter of 2019/2020, stresses that when it
comes to COVID-19 infections: “It is decisive to give sufficient amounts of high-dose intravenous vitamin C as early
as possible. Vitamin C is not only a prototypical antioxidant;
it is also involved in killing viruses and preventing virus replication. High-dose intravenous vitamin C is not only effective on an antiviral level. During coronavirus pandemics
(SARS, MERS, and now NCP), most people die of acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). ARDS is a common
end pathway leading to death.” (NCP stands for Novel
Coronavirus Pneumonia.)
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Importance in dentistry
Vitamin C is of great importance both in terms of prevention and treatment, as it can help prevent inflammatory processes such as periodontitis and ensure adequate healing
of wounds and bones after dental procedures.
Recommended intake
The recommended daily intake for adults in Germany is officially 95–110 mg per day(158) —a level that can just about prevent scurvy! Two-time Nobel Prize winner Professor Linus
Pauling recommended intravenous vitamin C infusions of 10
to 20 g. He justified this by arguing that almost all mammals, with the exception of humans, apes and guinea pigs,
can metabolize ascorbate from glucose, with an average
daily production of 10 g based on a human body weight of
70 kg(159). Goats can produce 200 mg of vitamin C per kilogram of body weight daily(160). In stressful situations, animals even produce significantly higher amounts. When
faced with situations of acute stress, rats can produce up to
10 g of vitamin C in a fraction of a second, for example. In a
study involving cancer patients who had run out of treatment options, Pauling and his colleague Cameron demonstrated that with the administration of 10 g of vitamin C per
day, the average survival time for the ascorbate group was
more than 4.2 times longer than for the control group(161).
In view of these correlations, a reasonable daily dose is 1 to
3 g. Monkeys, who share more than 98% of their DNA with
us, eat about 4.5 g of vitamin C per day, which would be
equivalent to a dose of almost 10 g for humans.
Oral absorption being limited, doses in the higher gram
range must be given intravenously. Only via the Esther-C
form can a bigger daily dose of 2 to 10 g be taken orally
(SWISS BIOHEALTH VITAL Ester-C supz inside), enabling
the the body to become habituated to higher amounts.
Safety, side effects and contraindications
Vitamin C is very well tolerated. Due to microbial degradation in the intestine, oral intake in the gram range may, however, cause flatulence and diarrhea.
Caution should be exercised by people suffering from iron
storage disease and kidney stones. High-dose intake is contraindicated in case of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiency and renal insufficiency(8).
Cofactors
In patients with sulfur deficiency (deficiency of cysteine,
glutathione), vitamin C can have a pro-oxidant effect. In
such cases, it should therefore be combined with acetylcysteine.
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Importance for THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
For a single administration before, during and after a jaw
operation, 15 g of vitamin C per day is recommended to
reach a total dose of 45 g of vitamin C perioperatively.
Within THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT, this infusion is
administered over a total of five days, starting the day
before surgery.

MAGNESIUM
Magnesium is one of the most important minerals for the
human body.
Occurrence
Foods with the highest magnesium content include seaweed with 760 mg, pumpkin seeds with 532 mg, wheat
bran with 490 mg and nuts, e.g. almonds with 270 mg or
cashew nuts with 267 mg per 100 g.
Physiological significance
Magnesium is a component or coenzyme of more than
300 enzymes. It plays a major role in mitochondrial function and is involved in all ATP-dependent processes as well
as in the conversion of glucose and is therefore indispensable for the provision of energy in every cell. It interacts
with phospholipids, thus stabilizing cell walls.
Magnesium is a cofactor in the sodium-potassium pump,
which moves two potassium ions into the interior of the cell,
exchanging them for three sodium ions. Ultimately, this
leads to a negative charge of the cell. The resulting resting
membrane potential forms the basis for stimulus conduction, especially in nerve and muscle cells. Magnesium is a
natural calcium antagonist and can also control calcium
influx across cell membranes.
In bone, magnesium is involved in building the bone matrix
and in mineralization. It is also essential for the activation of
vitamin D in the kidney. Magnesium has a cardioprotective
effect and is involved in the regulation of the immune system(8).
Pathophysiology
Magnesium deficiency results in cell aging, manifested in a
premature shortening of telomere length and a consequent
increase in biological age. A deficiency typically shows as
nervousness, increased excitability and spasms of muscles,
vessels, the intestine and other internal organs, resulting in
constipation. It also affects the cardiovascular system,
resulting in arrhythmias, high blood pressure and even heart
failure. Blood lipids increase, glucose tolerance decreases.
The body’s ability to compensate for stress is reduced.

Preventive and therapeutic significance
Magnesium relieves tension and pain and plays an essential
role in osteoporosis and ADHD. It can prevent exercise-related muscle cramps and has a relaxing effect on the muscles, and is effective against high blood pressure and cardiac arrhythmias.
Like vanadium, manganese and chromium, it reduces cravings for sweets. Moreover, it reduces the risk of developing
diabetes and kidney stones. It is a factor to bear in mind
when it comes to sleep disorders.
Importance in dentistry
Magnesium, as a component of the tooth, is very important
for dental health, along with calcium and phosphorus. Magnesium deficiency can result in tooth loosening, premature
tooth loss, bone loss and an increased susceptibility to
bleeding.(162).
Laboratory test status and recommended intake
Approximately 99% of total body magnesium is stored in
the cells, 95% of which is found in the mitochondria. This is
why its levels should be determined not in serum, but rather
in whole blood.
An intake of 300-400 mg per day is recommended—preferably as an organic compound, e.g. magnesium citrate.
Athletes, pregnant women and nursing mothers have an
increased need for magnesium.
Safety, side effects and contraindications
The oral intake of magnesium in higher doses may cause
soft stools or diarrhea. It is contraindicated in severe renal
insufficiency.
Cofactors
The interaction of magnesium and vitamin D is described in
the chapter on vitamin D cofactors (p. 53). Vitamin C intake
should ideally be combined with magnesium. It can be
administered intravenously together with vitamin C(8).
Importance for THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
Because of its multiple functions—especially with regard to
stress reduction and bone formation—which are key aspects
of THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT, magnesium is part
both of our pre- and postoperative micronutrient supplementation and of the infusions administered during the My
BIOHEALTH Week.

VITAMIN A
Vitamin A (retinol) is a vitamin that is often neglected and
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has enormous influence on the entire metabolism. Vitamin
A deficiency has become a health problem on a global
scale, affecting many children.
Occurrence
Vitamin A is found in animal foods such as cod liver oil, liver,
butter and eggs.
Physiological significance
Vitamin A contributes to cell growth and differentiation and
promotes the functioning and formation of the skin, mucous
membranes and bone tissue. It plays a major role in vision
and hormone metabolism, and is important for the functioning of the mitochondrial respiratory chain (complex I
and II).
It is also key when it comes to the mucosal immunity of the
respiratory tract, the digestive tract including the oral cavity, and the urogenital tract—the first line of defense against
bacteria, viruses and parasites(8). Vitamin A actively recruits
immune cells back into the intestinal mucosa (“after they
have proved their their mettle throughout the body”)(112).
Pathophysiology
Vitamin A deficiency manifests as loss of appetite, fatigue
and susceptibility to infections, e.g. frequent respiratory
tract infections and even bronchitis and pneumonia. It can
result in a variety of symptoms involving the eye, ranging
from dry eyes and sensitivity to glare to corneal melting
(keratomalacia) and blindness. Moreover, it can cause dryness of the skin and mucous membranes, graying and loss
of hair. A vitamin A deficiency also increases the risk of
developing various types of cancers and can cause hyperthyroidism.
Preventive and therapeutic significance
The wide-ranging deficiency symptoms mentioned above
show just how important vitamin A is both in terms of prevention and treatment. By playing a major role in the
build-up and immunological efficiency of mucosal surfaces,
it helps the body protect itself against respiratory tract diseases. This holds particularly true for viral infections and is
therefore especially important in relation to the COVID-19
pandemic. One of the most noticeable symptoms of this
infection is a loss of the sense of taste and smell(163), which
could indicate a special need for this vitamin, although
there is disagreement among experts on this point(164).
One study found that individuals with higher vitamin A levels also had higher levels of immunoglobulins (e.g. IgA, IgM,
IgG1, and IgG4) and virus-specific neutralizing antibodies,
as well as lower levels of cytokines, which are signs of
healthy mucous membranes(165).
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Importance in dentistry
The role of vitamin A in the formation of tissues, including
bone, is also very important in dentistry, intact mucous
membranes with a good immune function being essential
for oral health.
Also relevant to dentistry are bone growth and dentition
disorders in children and adolescents, as well as gingivitis,
stomatitis, and a loss of the sense of taste and smell(8).
Recommended intake
Adolescents and adults should take 0.8 to 1.1 ml per day
(equivalent to 2,666–3,666 I.U.)(8), pregnant women and
nursing mothers up to 5,000 I.U. There is an increased need
for vitamin A during infections, stress and in the event of
surgery. A recent COVID-19-related study recommends the
intake of 40-60 I.U. vitamin D and 30-50 I.U. retinol per kg
per day to prevent respiratory tract infections in adolescents and adults(112).
The human body itself can produce vitamin A from beta-carotene. Since only a small proportion of the beta-carotene
ingested with food can be absorbed and converted, an
additional intake of vitamin A is necessary. Depending on
the individual genetic situation, this rate can be significantly
reduced.
Safety
Levels of up to 10,000 I.U. per day are considered safe. This
corresponds to the non-observed adverse-effect level
(NOAEL), which denotes the highest dose at which no
adverse effect was observed in studies. Higher doses should
not be used for self-medication, as is exemplified in its use
during pregnancy, where both insufficient and excessive
supply of vitamin A can lead to fetal malformations(8).
Cofactors
Zinc is essential to vitamin A metabolism(8). vitamin E protects the sensitive vitamin A from oxidation and regulates
its metabolism.
The interaction of vitamin A and vitamin D is described in
detail in the paragraph on vitamin D cofactors (see section
starting on p. 53).
Importance for THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
Because of its key role in mucosal immunity, which is particularly important during surgery, and its major contribution
to bone regeneration, vitamin A is an important component
of the pre- and post-operative micronutrient balance within
THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT (see p. 40).
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Restoration
Within the context of “THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT,”
the term “restoration” refers to a defined, systematic algorithm of treatment sequences that aim to:
• reduce the strain on the immune system as quickly as
possible.
• ensure the greatest possible safety, especially in regards
to infections and intoxications.
• provide rapid, standardized treatment in a time-efficient
and cost-effective manner. This point is frequently
neglected by dentists and oral surgeons in that they consider only the primary costs their patients incur (dentist’s
fees, material, dental lab work). It is often the case, however, that secondary costs prove far greater for patients:
Travel, accommodation, absences from work, inability to
work due to swelling, etc. It is often the case, however,
that secondary costs prove far greater for patients: travel,
accommodation, absences from work, inability to work
due to swelling, etc.

RESTORATION SEQUENCE
The ALL IN ONE CONCEPT follows the below steps in the
order presented in one appointment wherever possible, or
over two to three appointments on subsequent days if necessary. This is the “treatment sequence.” Crucially, no further invasive or detoxifying measures are taken during the
day to three days after the surgery, because it is during this
period that patients go through the so-called “catabolic

phase.” During the development of this concept, Dr. Dietrich Klinghardt’s four-phase concept was borne in mind. It
encompasses a treatment period of up to two years (Fig. 1),
within which the few days of biological dental therapy
account for around 60% of the improvement in health. The
dental treatment comprises a total of five steps.
First step: Gentle, stress-free metal removal using protective measures to relieve the strain on the immune system
without burdening the body, preferably the day before surgery.
• Amalgam removal using six-fold protection and insertion
of CEREC ceramic inlays or long-term temporaries.
• Removal of crowns/bridges using cofferdam protection
and replacement with long-term temporaries.
• Removal of crowns using cofferdam protection and of
any titanium implant abutments.
Second step: Removal of all root-canal-treated and infected
teeth, root residues, wisdom teeth, FDOJs and foreign bodies, quadrant by quadrant, followed by immediate implantation. The following sequence should ideally be followed
during the operation: Women – bottom right, top right, bottom left, top left; Men – bottom left, top left, bottom right,
top right.
This sequence is derived from the YIN-YANG system, ensuring the immune system is relieved of strain in the quickest,

The four treatment stages:
Phase 1:
Dental therapy:
		
Phase 2:
Phase 3:
Phase 4:

3–4 m

1–2 d

3–4 m: establishment of normal physiology
1–2 d: Removal of metal and dead teeth/
Titanium implants/osteonecroses (FDOJs, etc.)
2–6 m: detoxification of all systems (DMPS, chlorella, etc.)
2 m: immune modulation (90% of all symptoms are
caused by immune responses to toxins and germs)
6–12 m: reduction of pathogenic germs and normalization
of the microbiome
2–6 m

2 m		

6–12 m				

Overall
18–24 m

Figure 1: This overview illustrates how dental therapy according to Dr. Ulrich Volz (picture on the
right) is embedded into Dr. Klinghardt’s four-phase (picture on the left) concept.
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most far-reaching manner possible (according to this principle, women should sleep on men’s “heart side,” namely to
their left).
Third step: Production of fixed, metal-free long-term temporaries to stay in the mouth for three to a maximum of 12
months. These temporaries should look very similar to the
final crowns, protect the teeth and implants, restore the bite
height and promote detoxification. Patients are instructed
not to chew any hard foods on the implants for the first six
weeks after the procedure, so as not to impair complication-free healing.
Fourth step: After three to four months, an examination is
carried out, checking how the implants have healed using
the periosteum test, ascertaining the status of any previously precarious situations and, if necessary, commencing
further treatment in this temporary restoration phase. The
long-term temporaries are also used to perfectly adjust the
bite height during this phase.
Fifth step: As soon as a stable, healthy state has been
achieved thanks to the long-term temporaries, these are
replaced with the final ceramic crowns.

AMALGAM REMOVAL/METAL RESTORATION
With mercury being so dangerous, its removal requires special protective measures, and the body should be optimally
prepared beforehand. Our detoxification protocol described
below begins 14 days before the planned appointment and
is carried out in accordance with the instructions of the
environmental physician or naturopath who referred the
patient. This is extremely important, because, even under
the most stringent of protective measures, a certain amount
of mercury vapor entering the body during amalgam
removal is unavoidable. Stepping up the supplement regimen provides the body with the preconditions under which
to optimally capture and excrete these toxins. In conjunction with the special protective measures, this minimizes, if
not eliminates, the risk of the removal causing acute poisoning. The detoxification protocol supports the body in its
detoxifying function with the aim of ensuring the amalgam
removal phase can be completed without further complications. By no means does it constitute complete heavy metal
drainage. Complete detoxification cannot be carried out
correctly until all of the interference fields in the oral cavity
have been thoroughly removed (metal and interference
field restoration).
Detoxification protocol
In the days before the amalgam is removed, all instructions

regarding diet and lifestyle (see Fig. 4, p. 39) should be followed with particular care. The following dietary supplements and medicines should be taken from 14 days before
amalgam removal until 14 days afterwards:
• a good general micronutrient supply, as provided by
BASELINE and BOOST.
• Chlorella vulgaris: 8–10 pellets three times per day (30
min. before meals, last dose just before bed).
• omega-3 fish oil: 2 capsules with breakfast, 4 capsules
before bed.
There continue to be discussions as to whether amalgam
should be removed as quickly as possible in a single
appointment or over a series of appointments with plenty
of time in between. These discussions are futile and misdirected: Suggesting staggered removal over several appointments clearly implies that those in favor of this method do
not feel equipped to remove the amalgam with absolute
safety and without subjecting the patient to any sort of
contamination or stress. If this is the case, the dentist should
not be removing any amalgam at all, because it consists of
over 50% mercury—the most poisonous non-radioactive
element, which can cause the most severe of illnesses even
in the smallest doses. Instead, the correct approach is to
follow an amalgam removal protocol as described below,
which ensures the patient is not contaminated with any
mercury. Provided this is done, the amalgam fillings ought
to be removed as quickly as possible in as few appointments as possible.
Amalgam removal using six-fold protection
It is easy to make mistakes during amalgam removal that
can have fatal consequences for the patient. It still happens
that dentists drill the filling out without any protective measures whatsoever. They have not been made aware of the
issues set out above, because these deviate from conventional university teachings. However, in doing so, they
release huge quantities of highly toxic, anorganic mercury
vapor (HgO)(3). After routine amalgam removal like this, it is

Figure 2: Amalgam removal using six-fold protection.
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not uncommon for patients to experience neurological
complaints, chronic fatigue, joint and muscle complaints or
other symptoms recently added to this list. For this reason,
it is imperative that six-fold protection be used when
removing amalgam fillings (Fig. 2, p. 67):
• Using a cofferdam, a protective rubber cloth, provides
protection from amalgam chips and fragments, which
could come loose and collect in the tissue. The most
recent generation is latex-free and made out of silicone
(ROEKO: Flexidam). This has the advantage that mercury
in gaseous form cannot penetrate silicone.
• Using a clean-up suction device. This provides additional
protection from mercury vapor, as the device is positioned above the tooth being treated.
• Carefully drilling at a low speed using a carbide cutter to
prevent the development of toxic mercury vapors.
• Using a gold-coated nose guard. This absorbs mercury
vapors, because gold and mercury have a high mutual
affinity. Breathing masks categorized as FFP3 are good
and affordable alternatives. They protect not only against
99% of mercury but also against all toxic dust, smoke and
aerosols smaller than 0,6 µm, carcinogenic and radioactive substances as well as viruses, bacteria and fungal
spores.
• Using an iQ-Air ambient exchanger: a type of “nozzle”
positioned as closely as possible to the oral cavity. The
device then works similarly to a vacuum cleaner, using an
extremely high suction force to extract all the air in the
area surrounding the heads of the patient and the staff
performing the treatment, filtering out mercury and
pathogens before releasing it back into the room.
• Once the amalgam has been removed, a chlorella algae
insert is placed in the tooth to bind any mercury remaining there.
Supplying oxygen through a nasal tube is no longer recommended, because, according to Dr. Klinghardt, it opens the
blood-brain barrier and does more harm than good.
Depending on the state of the patient’s health, the teeth are
either treated immediately and conclusively (using ceramic
or composite) or temporarily with cement (glass ionomer
cement fillings) until drainage is complete. Infusions of high
doses Vitamin C and other micronutrients may also be provided on an optional basis.
Large quantities of water should be drunk after treatment.
Subsequently, a professional and personalized amalgam
drainage plan should be followed under the guidance of an
environmental physician or naturopath.
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Figure 3: Explantation of a titanium implant
and insertion of a ceramic implant.

Removal of metal inlays, metal crowns and metal bridges
All metals are removed using cofferdam protection at the
very least to prevent metal particles from being absorbed
by the mucous membranes and the gastrointestinal tract. In
the event of serious illnesses such as ALS or upon the
patient’s request, maximum protection (see amalgam
removal) may also be used for general metal removal.
Explantation of titanium implants
Using a special system (Implant Removal Set®, Neobiotech)
it is possible in most cases to unscrew the titanium implants
from the bone without incurring the usual bone defect.
Depending on the state of the patient’s health, a fully
ceramic implant can then be fitted directly without having
to wait for the bone to heal (Fig. 3). Switching out titanium
for ceramic in this way avoids bone loss and saves time,
because the new implant can be screwed directly into the
same bone cavity. In cases where there is no titanium intolerance and no electrosensitivity, the titanium implant may
be left in for the time being. The structure and the screw on
the implant are usually made of a gold alloy, and must
therefore always be replaced with a fully ceramic structure
(abutment) with a titanium screw to avoid a localized current flow.

WISDOM TEETH AND FDOJ (FORMERLY NICO)
FDOJ (fatty degenerative osteonecrosis and osteolysis of
the jawbone), formerly NICO (neuralgia inducing cavitational osteonecrosis) or IO (ischemic osteonecrosis)
It is justified to ask why wisdom teeth should play such an
important role in Western industrialized nations and why
they are so often displaced transversely in the jaw, have
insufficient room to erupt and therefore require surgical
removal. Has nature made a mistake? No, rather it is a flaw
in human behavior. At some point, mothers in Western
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Figure 4: FDOJ on a DVT

Figure 5: FDOJ in the lower and upper jaws

industrialized nations started to shorten the period during
which they breastfed, giving it up entirely or pumping
breast milk and giving it to their babies in bottles. Sucking
on the mother’s breast, however, alongside the many other
emotional and psychological advantages, serves to improve
the stomatognathic system and encourage the jaw to
develop forwards(4). To a certain extent, this is orthodontic
in nature: The constant pressure exerted during sucking
over many months is transferred to the jaw. If infants were
breastfed for one and a half to two years, as nature intended
and still is the norm in many indigenous cultures, the jaw
would be large enough to provide sufficient space for the
wisdom teeth.

that, while the gum tissue and often the hard bone underneath (known as “compact or cortical bone”) do heal, a cavity remains, which is either completely empty, filled with
pure fat or with a mixture of fat and dead trabeculae.

This is largely infeasible in our society, which is why young
people have their wisdom teeth surgically removed, usually
between the ages of 12 and 20. This is not ideal, as this is the
period during which young people suffer from general mineral deficiency due to a strong growth spurt, often exacerbated by unhealthy eating habits at this age. All four wisdom teeth are usually removed at once, focusing on speed,
i.e. the shortest possible surgery times. Usually, the wound
is not fully cleaned or sterilized (e.g. using ozone), and is
then consigned to secondary healing by inserting a strip
containing antibiotics and cortisone, blocking the immune
system.
Antibiotics are almost always given orally as well, further
weakening the immune system. The operation is usually
very invasive (“major surgery, major incision”) and traumatic, and therefore involves severe swelling. However, this
prevents the switch into the parasympathetic tone, which is
necessary for effective healing. Under these conditions, the
bone defect is unable to heal, which is why around 90% of
all wisdom teeth operations lead to an FDOJ. This means

This is also known as “chronic fatty degenerative inflammation.” The correct radiological term is “osteolysis of the jawbone.” The former term “NICO” has been replaced with
“FDOJ” (fatty degenerative osteonecrosis of the jawbone).
This is important when communicating with radiologists,
insurance providers and experts.
The formation of an FDOJ can only be avoided by strictly
following the BTP Biological Treatment Protocol described
here. In many cases, however, broken wisdom teeth and
those in a row must also be removed, as they constitute an
interference field. In the course of the removal, an FDOJ is
then found behind the wisdom teeth. Dr. Volz has found a
simple and logical method of differentiation: If keratinized
“attached gingiva” can also be found around the wisdom
tooth on the dorsal side, the wisdom tooth can be left in. In
this case, the “immunological door” is closed (gingiva =
ectoderm, bone = mesoderm, see also 38). There is only
ever really enough space if the wisdom tooth is not only
able to erupt, but also if there is up to 15 mm of horizontal
bone behind it. Only in these cases is it possible for continuous keratinized gingiva to form. Otherwise, there is a connection between the oral cavity and the bone in the form of
a hugely dirty gingival pocket. In these cases, the “immunological door” is wide open.
2D imagery is not well suited to the diagnosis of an FDOJ. It
is only with a great deal of experience that a surgeon may
be able to identify an FDOJ on just an orthopantomogram
(panoramic x-ray). A reliable diagnosis can be made based
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on a 3D recording—a DVT (Fig. 4). When gum tissue above
an FDOJ is opened, the condition can usually be detected
from the outside thanks to the yellow to brown discoloration of the bone caused by LDL cholesterol deposits (Fig.
5). The blood also glistens due to the floating droplets of fat
released by opening the bone.
Taking a closer look at the histopathology of these fatty
degenerative bone necrosis areas, you can see thin trabeculae of bone where the boney interconnections have been
lost. The bone marrow, containing fats, shows mucoid
degenerations with interstitial edema. In principle, the number of fat cells is strikingly increased(6). This is a chronic,
silent inflammation resulting from the lack of an acute cellular inflammation reaction due to the significantly increased
amount of interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1ra)7). In this
case, IL-1ra acts as a kind of cloak of invisibility, causing the
immune system to fail to down-regulate the excessive
expression of dangerous inflammatory mediators such as
Regulated upon Activation, Normal T-Cell Expressed And
Secreted (RANTES) and fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF-2).
This shows in the strikingly low IL-6 and TNF-α(6)—a sign of
the fact that the immune system has not registered anything out of the ordinary (Fig. 6)!
The tissue shows fatty, degenerative and osteolytic components due to insufficient nutritional supply. Expanded intertrabecular spaces often contain small, necrotic bone fragments, fatty micro-bubbles and reservoirs of liquefied fat,
resembling fat cysts, with nearly complete loss of adipocyte
cell nuclei and retained, degenerated bone marrow. An
accumulation of acidic glycosaminoglycans can also be
seen in the bone marrow. Small nerve fibers are another
distinguishing feature in most FDOJ biopsies, located in the
vicinity of degenerated, fatty tissue. The fact that these
often cause facial pain gave rise to the name NICO (neuralgia inducing cavitational osteonecrosis). Alongside IL-1ra
masking, FDOJs have another disastrous characteristic: In
what could be deemed a “bone infarction,” a bone necrosis,
the connection to vessels and therefore the connection to
our body’s own healing, reparation and immune systems is
impaired. This means that an FDOJ can barely be bettered
using non-invasive therapy or medicine. At the same time,
FDOJ waste products cannot be transported away, because
lymphatic drainage is inactive. FDOJs do, however, have
nerve vessels, which can transport toxins to the ganglia and
other areas of the central nervous system (CNS) by axonal
transport (see p. 16), which can cause nerve pain (neuralgia) or even nerve failure! Intraosseous inflammation has
readily been recorded among patients with facial neuralgia(9).
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Figure 6 Distribution of seven cytokines in NICO (n = 3 l) and in normal jawbone (n = 3) (values in pg/
mL).
Abbrevations: FGF-2, fibroblast growth factor; IL; interleukin; MCP-I, monocyte chemotactic protein I;
NICO, neuralgia-inducing cavitational osteonecrosis; ra, receptor antagonist; RANTES, regulated upon
activation normal T-cell expressed and secreted/chemokine ligand 5; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.

Figure 6: Cytokine distribution in FDOJs(6)

FDOJs always go hand in hand with significant increases in
inflammatory mediators, namely RANTES and FGF-2(6, 10, 11).
Both of these mediators are also always to be found in tissue in the event of severe illnesses such as ALS, MS, rheumatoid arthritis, cardiovascular diseases, breast cancer and
other tumors, and are always present in extremely high
concentrations (Fig. 7). Due to the production of RANTES
and FGF-2, among other aspects, FDOJs are considered a
significant cause of autoimmune diseases.
RANTES is a member of the chemotactic cytokine family
(chemokines). RANTES’ chemotactic processes carry T
cells, dendritic cells, NK cells, mast cells, eosinophil and
basophil cells(18) to areas that are infected or susceptible to
inflammation. This can promote the development of MS and
Parkinson’s in the CNS. The impact on mast cells increases
the risk of allergies, hair loss and thyroid gland diseases.
Melanoma cells also excrete RANTES, which stimulate the
growth of tumor cells. In Hodgkin lymphoma, malignant
Sternberg-Reed cells produce RANTES, which trigger the
chemotactic migration of mast cells into the tumor tissue(6).
Unfortunately, at present, there is no non-invasive or
partially invasive therapy that can heal an FDOJ. Only the
minimally invasive, atraumatic yet radical surgical FDOJ
removal as per THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT can
achieve comprehensive healing at the site, reduce the
symptoms associated with it and, in the best case scenario,
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eliminate them entirely. Alongside neuralgic complaints,
FDOJs are particularly readily associated with symptoms
related to the meridians that run through this area, that is
the heart/circulation, the triple warmer and the small
intestine meridians: chronic fatigue (CFS) and lack of
energy (burnout), all sorts of cardiovascular complaints,
suprarenal gland deficiency, weight gain, allergies, skin
diseases, problems with the small intestine, autoimmune
diseases and Lyme disease in particular.
Among these patients, FDOJs harbor large quantities of
Borrelia, Babesia and Bartonella, to whom the FDOJ tissue
is the perfect environment in which to multiply and transmit
their toxins into the body via nerve fibers. Particularly if Bartonella are elevated, so is the risk of infection and wound
healing disorders. These patients require additional protection by means of daily antibiotics infusions for the week
after the FDOJ surgery.
The FDOJ tissue not only contains viruses, fungi, bacteria,
parasites, FGF-2, RANTES and fat cysts, but also large
quantities of heavy metals such as mercury, arsenic and
lead, aluminum and, ever more frequently over the last few
years, glyphosate, found in pesticides.
Treatment now entails removing all soft material of this
“chronic fatty degenerative inflammation” until only hard
bone substance is left and the yellow coloration has completely disappeared, with no more fat droplets floating on
the blood. The significance of the treatment is further
observed by having patients keep their eyes open and
observing the size of their pupils: due to the chronic nature

of the so-called “silent inflammation,” the patients find
themselves in permanent sympathetic tone and their pupils
are dilated. Once the FDOJ has been fully eliminated, the
pupils become smaller, as the patients now enter a state of
relaxation, i.e. they switch into the parasympathetic tone.
Ozone is then used as sterilizing agent and the defect is
filled with A-PRF membrane and sealed with absorbable
sutures (Atramat), preventing contamination by saliva. To
ensure maximum safety during the clearance of the FDOJ,
a method was developed by Dr. Klinghardt, which has subsequently been optimized under his guidance at the SWISS
BIOHEALTH CLINIC. It involves removing material from the
FDOJ during cleaning and placing it in a sterile glass vial. To
check the cleaning result, the practitioner can now project
the information via a sterile glass rod in different directions
into the FDOJ cavity and, at the same time, use the ART
(Autonomous Response Test) by Dr. Klinghardt to test
whether the cavity was also perfectly cleaned, even at a
microscopic scale. If the test is positive, the surgeon has to
continue cleaning and clearing out in the direction of the
glass rod until the test no longer responds in any direction.
Upper jaw FDOJ: I-PRF infiltration, alveolar ridge incision
without vertical relief and wedge-shaped incision below as
a tuber plastic in order to reduce the thickness of the connective tissue on the tuber. Complete removal of the tuber
and cleaning of the area using manual instruments and the
piezo tool with the diamond-coated ball-shaped tip, ozone,
possibly ART-TEST, A-PRF and absorbable sutures.
Lower jaw FDOJ: I-PRF infiltration, alveolar ridge incision at
an angle of approximately 30° in the vestibular direction in

Figure 7: RANTES evidence in FDOJ tissue linked to several illnesses(1)
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order to protect the lingual nerve in a similar manner to the
method used for wisdom teeth removal. No vestibular relief,
fenestration with piezo saw, clearing of the FDOJ exclusively with piezo instruments in order to protect the nerve
(piezo tool with diamond-coated ball-shaped tip). Possibly
ART-TEST, filling and covering of the defect with A-PRF
membranes following ozone application. A deep apical
mattress suture (absorbable suture material) is placed over
the matrices. The wound is then closed using a continuous
suture or single button sutures.
The use of piezo instruments was introduced to the FDOJ
treatment by Dr. Volz in 2013, revolutionizing it in the process, as it allows for the extremely quick, safe, gentle and,
above all, complete removal of the necrotic material. Piezo
is an instrument based method in which the instrument
vibrates/oscillates at great speed, meaning that damage is
avoided in the event of potential contact with a nerve or
vessel(19). The piezo method has been used in the field of
brain and spinal surgery for many years(20–22).
Empty jaw sections
FDOJs not only occur in the wisdom tooth area, but also in
other dental regions. They may be caused by foreign bodies
such as overfilled root fillings, amalgam from fillings and
root residues. However, a dry socket can also result in the
formation of an FDOJ. The formation of a dry socket is
countered by priming the bone with a round bur, using
ozone (the strong electromagnetic field at the glass tip
activates bleeding) and then protecting the socket from
saliva. Saliva has a very strong hemostatic effect, which at
this stage is extremely undesirable, as the socket then completely fills with saliva, thus keeping out blood. The most
reliable way to fully seal the socket is by completely filling it
with A-PRF membranes and/or preferably by immediately
implanting ceramic implants.
Ankylotic root-canal-treated teeth
However, FDOJs are also frequently found in the sockets of
ankylotically impacted teeth as the “ligament insulation
layer” is no longer present and toxins can permeate the
bone unimpeded. It is interesting to note here that the better and the more complex the root canal treatment is, the
higher the risk of ankylosis and thus an FDOJ! The poorer
the quality of a root canal treatment and the more insufficient it is, the more likely it is that a cyst will be found. In
contrast to the FDOJ, this indicates a reasonably intact
immune system, as the cyst sac seals off emerging bacteria
from the rest of the body and forms a kind of “prison wall.”
Furthermore, the bone around the cyst sac is always very
hard and well mineralized, as this increased mineralization is
in turn supposed to seal off the body from the inflamma-
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tion. Therefore, even if immediate implantation is not
planned, a “drilling test” should always be carried out
through the socket wall, through the socket tip and into the
septum. If the tissue underneath it is soft and there are fat
droplets floating on the escaping blood, then an FDOJ is
sure to be present and needs to be cleaned. It is often necessary to remove the entire socket wall. It is often necessary
to remove large sections of the socket wall and the fatty
degenerative lacunae often spread deep beneath the adjacent teeth, only the oral and vestibular compact bone of the
jaw remaining after cleaning or FDOJ treatment. Towards
the end of the treatment, the patient will begin to visibly
relax; it is not uncommon for patients to fall asleep during
the treatment. In around 50% of FDOJ treatments, patients
feel a significant improvement even as they are getting up
from the chair. Setting in no later than two to three days
after the procedure, they experience relief, feelings of freedom, improvements on the associated meridians, etc.

EXTRACTION OF ROOT-TREATED TEETH
Many root-treated teeth show some form of inflammation
of the surrounding tissue. This can be observed particularly
well with the help of three-dimensional X-ray images (DVT).
The cyst at the root tip is nothing more than a kind of capsule that is formed around the infected area by the immune
system itself in order to shield it from the rest of the body.
Infected teeth in particular often ankylose with the surrounding bone. Metabolic processes are shut down at a
local level—the body walls in the tooth, creating a kind of
prison, as it were. The only way to escape this chronic intoxication is to surgically remove the dead teeth. The surrounding inflamed or cystic tissues must be completely eliminated. Soft bone should be curretted without leaving any
residue. The tissue is then disinfected using ozone. The
placement of implants next to existing root-treated teeth
should be rigorously evaluated in order to avoid possible
failure due to focal infection(23). When removing roottreated teeth, immunological pre- and post-treatment (p.
37) must be performed to ensure that the body is able to
heal the wound, generate new and healthy bone and prevent infection.
As a rule, extraction is always carried out as gently as possible—following the removal of the tooth, the gingiva and
bone must be left completely intact. Where possible, the
attached gingiva is not detached. the elastic fiber system
that holds the root, must be completely removed, however,
as the brain will otherwise not realize that the tooth has
been removed and would only initiate the corresponding
bone growth factors following a resorption period of a few
days/weeks.
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EXTRACTION
The gingiva is carefully detached from the tooth with the
crescent-shaped surgical scalpel blade No. 12. Using the forceps, gentle and isostatic leverage forces are exerted on the
tooth in the sense of a horizontal eight until it is loosened.
There are two options that make the extraction easier: If the
tooth to be extracted is shortened a few days/weeks prior
to the extraction date and is thus taken out of occlusion/no
longer subjected to stress, it will grow upwards in the direction of the occlusal plane in the period prior to extraction
and can then be removed much more easily. This is seen
time and again during the extraction of broken teeth and
root remnants, which are, generally speaking, always very
easy to remove. Another option is to start with the extraction
and then, after a few minutes of applying force, leave the
tooth for a while (15 to 30 minutes) and perform another
planned treatment in the meantime, for example. The bleeding into the periodontal space that occurs during this time
gives rise to considerable pressure on the root in the direction of extraction, meaning that the tooth can now be
removed easier and with less force.
Root infracture
If the tooth cannot be removed by means of ordinary
extraction, under no circumstances, as is unfortunately still
often the case, is an osteotomy to be performed. The
removal of good and healthy bone using the so-called Lindemann bur in order to loosen a dead root is tantamount to
physical injury and demonstrates a lack of dental skills and
biological understanding. A logical method that is gentle on
the tissue is root infracture, which involves the milling of a
Mercedes star or a Swiss cross into the root. This method is
easier to perform if slits are made along the root canal all
the way down to the root tip or even slightly beyond (caution: roots close to the maxillary sinus or the nerve). This is
usually very simple, as the root canal is either hollow or
filled with a soft root-filling material.
Densotomy
If even the root infracture (see above) does not yet yield
success, the root is then “pulverized” using a long, round
bur and bored away completely. This is easier than expected
because the drill rotates smoothly and evenly on the root
dentine but immediately becomes very unsteady and has a
“knocking” effect when it comes into contact with bone.
This allows for a very precise differentiation to be made
between bone and root. Here, it is helpful to work with a
strong loupe and a bright light source as well as to attach
the fine tip of the Surgitip® aspirator. In most cases, the root
tip can be removed at some point using a fine instrument,
for example the “papilla elevator.” Compared to a lever, this
has the advantage that it is extremely thin and can be slid

between the bone and root without causing any damage to
the bone.
Separate removal of a cyst or a foreign body in the area of
the tooth tip
These can be removed by folding the gingiva down from
the socket margin, as no scars are formed here and the
blood supply is not destroyed. To this end, however, the sulcus edge incision normally has to be extended over several
teeth in order to be able to fold down to tip tip. Alternatively, the opening for the removal of the cyst or a foreign
body in the area of the root tip (retrograde root filling with
amalgam or cement, overfilled root filling, broken canal
instrument, etc.) can also be made via a vertical incision
in the area of the free gingiva alongside the surgical site,
meaning that an undamaged periosteum is subsequently
achieved over the defective area. Horizontal incisions must
never be made, as the blood vessels and the meridians run
vertically and their function would be impaired more than
is absolutely necessary. The cyst or foreign body can now
be removed by sight. Here, it is important to ensure that
any bone discolored with amalgam or other metallic foreign
bodies is completely removed and that any metal tattoos
located in the soft tissue are cut out.
After the defect has been filled and covered with A-PRF
membranes beforehand, the incision is then closed using
very fine, continuous, saliva-proof sutures (better tension
distribution compared to single button sutures and thus
less scarring).
In all cases, the extraction socket is optimally cleaned, curretted and monitored for FDOJs (perform test drill!), sterilized using ozone and filled with procaine. It is ensured that
a complete filling is carried out with the blood clot. Procaine is also injected into the vestibular fold by way of neural therapy. If an implant is not to be placed in the socket of
the extracted tooth immediately, or if there are still hollow
spaces between the implant and the socket following
implant placement, these are covered using A-PRF membranes. In the event of insufficient blood circulation (dry
socket) or an opening in the maxillary sinus (Oroantral
Communication = OAC) without immediate implantation,
the socket should be closed in a saliva-proof and air-tight
manner with a Cytoplast/Tefgen membrane in addition to
the filling with A-PRF membranes and protected against
the impact of food residues.
By way of exception, the gingiva must be folded down
approximately 5 mm in line with prioritization. The membrane is trimmed and approximately 3 mm is pushed under
the gingiva, which is closed in the area of the papilla with
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single button sutures. The rough structure of the membrane
is thereby positioned adjacent to the oral cavity, as this
structure of the non-expanded Teflon membrane promotes
the growth of soft tissue. If non-absorbable, the sutures are
removed after about two weeks and the membrane after
approximately four to six weeks. These can be removed
very easily using a probe without the need for anesthesia.
In the case of seriously ill patients, such as those with ALS,
the complete removal of foreign bodies can be the difference between life and death. As we never know what state
of health our patients will find themselves in ten or 20 years
down the line, we must take precautions now in order to
ensure that these deposits are fully removed.

OZONE TREATMENT
There are various ozone devices on the market. We prefer
the very powerful OZONE DTA device, which is distributed
by SDS Swiss Dental Solutions (www.swissdentalsolutions.
com). The strength is set to around seven to ten and the
socket is aspirated at the same time, as the ozone should
not be inhaled (exception: treatment of bronchitis) and as it
can only take effect in the presence of atmospheric oxygen.
At the tip of the probe, a strong electromagnetic field separates atmospheric oxygen into oxygen radicals with atomic
oxygen, which has an extremely strong bactericidal, virucidal and fungicidal effect. As these oxygen radicals are
very reactive, they combine with the oxygen to form ozone
03 (Fig. 8), which has a bacteriostatic effect. The concentration at the tip of the probe is between 10 and 100 mg/ml.
However, ozone is not stable and breaks down again into
the now active oxygen and oxygen radicals. The sterilizing
effect penetrates the bone up to a depth of 2.5 cm and is
completely harmless to human cells, as oxygen cannot
harm the human respiratory chain. In the respiratory chains
of bacteria, viruses and fungi, however oxygen results in a
metabolic breakdown and thus to the death of these pathogens (24).
This provides the dentistry sector with a highly effective
instrument for local sterilization that is completely free of
side effects. Herpes or oral aphthae on the palate, mucus
membranes or lips can be treated very effectively with the
surface probe. In most cases, this shortens the healing process from around a week to a few hours. A further positive
secondary effect is the short-term increase in blood flow
due to the very strong electromagnetic field, thus meaning
“dry sockets” are avoided.
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Figure 8: Effect of Ozone (OSS Ozone System
Solutions)

BLOOD CONCENTRATES (A-PRF AND I-PRF)
PRGF, A-PRF, I-PRF: These are plasma components
extracted from the patient’s blood, which are rich in growth
factors and fibrin. Platelets (thrombocytes) not only stimulate blood coagulation, but also contain the largest volume
of human growth factors. They therefore ensure that the
tissue regenerates after an injury or following an operation.
These growth stimulators can be used in a very specific way
by separating them from the platelets or activating them
together with the thrombocytes separated from the rest of
the blood and introducing them to locations where growth
and cell activation are to be stimulated on a targeted basis.
The highly effective and side-effect-free PRGF therapy was
developed in 1999 by a Spanish working group led by Dr.
Eduardo Anitua(25). It is based on the activation of the
patient’s own blood platelets with the aim of stimulating
the tissue and accelerating its regeneration. This results in
the shortening of the rehabilitation or convalescence period
after surgical procedures. Overall, the wound healing phase
is shortened by the concentrated effect of growth factors
and the risk of complications is significantly reduced. However, this is an open system in which calcium sulfate has to
be added to produce membranes.
Advanced Platelet Rich Fibrin (A-PRF)
This is a treatment which uses leukocytes and platelet-rich
fibrin to promote wound and bone healing as well anabolic
forces. In addition, the function of the leukocytes supports
the immune response, and the slow release behavior of the
A-PRF has the advantage of allowing a constant release of
growth factors (TGF-ß1, PDGF-AB, VEGF)(28) and matrix
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proteins (fibronectin, vitronectin and thrombospondin 1)
over ten days. These growth stimulators do not require activation and can be applied at locations where growth and
cell activation is to be stimulated in a targeted manner. They
stimulate the fibroblasts in the tissue, which, in turn, form
collagen and hyaluronic acid, which softens the tissue. This
is particularly effective where fibroblasts normally build tissue, such as in cartilage, bone, connective tissue, vessels
and in subcutaneous tissue. Here again, what is involved is
autologous cell extract therapy. This therapy—which is as
effective and free of side effects as the PRGF therapy—was
introduced to the market in 2009 by Professor Joseph
Choukron, and is patented and approved across Europe.
Well over 200 scientific publications have confirmed the
effectiveness and biological safety of this therapy. PRF has
been shown to improve soft tissue healing and can prevent
the risk of “dry sockets” following the removal of teeth(30).
Injectable Platelet Rich Fibrin (I-PRF)
The injectable version of PRF—I-PRF—has many uses. In
dentistry, it is applied as follows: surgical PRF is injected
into the vestibular fold in the area to be treated immediately prior to the beginning of a surgical restoration, thereby
ensuring accelerated wound healing. It has the ability to
release higher levels of various growth factors, induce
higher fibroblast migration, and stimulate the expression of

PDGF, TGF-β and collagen(31, 32).
Apart from its use in dentistry, it is indicated in muscle, tendon and joint disorders, for the treatment of persistent tendon base pain (tennis elbow, achillodynia), for the treatment of injuries (muscle and tendon tears), for cosmetic
and regenerative treatments of the skin and the corrective
filling of scars and wrinkles, as well as for the treatment of
skin ulcers(32).
A-PRF in particular plays a central role in THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT, as its leukocyte content promotes
“good inflammation”—i.e. the type of inflammation that
results in tissue regeneration. A-PRF also contains 1.2% stem
cells due to the slow and gentle centrifugation process. Furthermore, it is much quicker and easier to use and there is
no limit to the number of membranes that can be produced
without effort (Fig. 9). Professor Joseph Choukroun has been
personally teaching his techniques and concept at the
SWISS BIOHEALTH EDUCATION CENTER since 2017. Professor Shahram Ghanaati has standardized the concept of
PRF production and scientifically established it on the international stage under the name LSCC(33).

CERAMIC IMPLANTOLOGY
Implants have long since established themselves as the
most attractive form of dental prosthesis. They are safe and
look good, while also boosting self-confidence and ensuring a greater quality of life. Implants are such a good
replacement for lost teeth that they usually last longer than
your own teeth. Whether it is just one tooth being replaced
or several implants recreating a firm set of teeth—the material needs to function stably, neutrally and compatibly over
a period of decades. The high-performance ceramic zirconia, long used in orthopedics for artificial hip joints, fulfills
these requirements like no other material(34). Zirconia
ceramic is a white, metal-free, immunologically neutral and
biocompatible material, which offers many advantages
over metal(35). Whether it is an intolerance to titanium or
general uneasiness about the prospect of having metal in
your body that prompts the use of a metal-free solution—
the esthetically-pleasing white ceramic implants made of
the biocompatible, high-performance material zirconia are
always an excellent choice and according to current studies
are classified as equivalent to titanium implants(36–51).

Figure 9: PRF matrices

Beautiful white teeth and pink gums are an expression of
health, energy, vitality and self-confidence. The ceramic
implants from SDS Swiss Dental Solutions are white through
and through and come very close to the natural color of
teeth, meaning they can contribute to preserving or restor-
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Figure 10: Preparation of ceramic implants
(top) and final crown restoration (bottom)

ing a radiant smile. In contrast to titanium implants, there
are no gray tinges or annoying gray edges at the gingival
cuff(52). Even if the overlaying gum is extremely thin or
receding, the implant remains completely white. Not least
for this reason, ceramic implants are ideal for use in the
front teeth, in particular (Fig. 10). While the use of metal in
the oral cavity can have a negative effect on the whole
body, ceramic implants are outstanding in terms of their
compatibility, as they are completely metal-free and fully
biocompatible. Thanks to their optimal tissue compatibility,
the regeneration of the gingiva around the implant is very
good and the gingiva even attaches to the zirconia. As
ceramic allows for completely new and effective structures,
the formation of bacteria and plaque(34, 53-59) and therefore
the risk of gingivitis are significantly reduced—the risk of
inflammation is even lower than with natural teeth(60) . The
patented surface structures and the bone-adapted thread
shapes of the SDS implants allow for their excellent integration and mean they can be loaded after just a few weeks.
There are SDS implants for all requirements. This means
that your dentist will always be able to select the perfect
implant for you. What’s more, your dentist can completely
dispense with metal during the implant procedure, as SDS
provides instruments made from the same high-tech
ceramic as the implants and crowns. This also means that
no traces of metal are left in the bone.
Founded by the ceramic pioneer and implantologist Dr.
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Figure 11: SDS Swiss Dental Solutions ceramic
implants

Ulrich Volz, SDS is today regarded as a leading innovator in
the field of ceramic implants. The Swiss company boasts
unique proficiency in ceramics, many years of expertise and
outstanding treatment results. A key success factor is the
“from the practice, for practice” concept. SDS places the
highest of demands on its products—these are certified
according to current standards, carry the CE mark and were
approved in the US by the FDA (Federal Drug Administration) in 2019.
High-tech ceramic implants: Zirconia
The introduction of high-performance zirconia ceramic
implants by Dr. Volz revolutionized biological dentistry. For
the first time, there was a biological solution for the increasing problem and the growing number of root-treated teeth.
Zirconia is a material that is 100% metal-free, harder than
steel and can only be machined with diamond-coated tools.
Zirconia is a “fully inert material” and has no free surface
electrons. It is therefore absolutely neutral, cannot bond
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and cannot act as an interference field. Zirconium dioxide
implants combine optimum biocompatibility with perfect
esthetics(36,61). The material can only be etched with hydrofluoric acid and has a melting point of over 2,680°C(62).
Zirconia might be very complex in terms of its production,
but is the implant material par excellence—a fact that has
now been recognized by STRAUMANN, the global leader
for titanium implants, who also introduced a zirconia
implant to the market in 2014. The lifespan of a zirconia
implant is far higher than that of a natural tooth(64), since the
implant, due to its inert surface, is less prone to gingivitis
than natural teeth (see Volz, Schlömer, Sidharta, Haase, University of Ulm, 2006(60)), cannot be attacked by caries bacteria and does not have a nerve that could die and turn the
tooth into an immunological problem. Zirconia implants
also significantly outperform titanium implants: Titanium
implants have a slightly higher short-term healing rate(43),
since titanium heals in the sense of a chronic inflammation
and will thus also heal relatively reliably in poor-quality
bone. In contrast, ceramic implants heal without a sustained
inflammatory process. Therefore, zirconia poses no risk
whatsoever of peri-implantitis. Titanium implants, on the
other hand, have been associated with peri-implant lesions
after 10 years of wear in one study(63.
In the long term, therefore, zirconia implants have a significantly better success rate than titanium implants. As well,
they offer esthetic advantages over gray-black titanium
and its immunological risks and corrosion behavior(73). With
nearly 20 years of experience and about 20,000 zirconia
implants placed, Dr. Volz has by far the most comprehensive experience in this field and has developed several
implant systems (including Z-Systems). His long-standing
experience with this material has led to a growing under-

standing of the advantages and disadvantages of zirconia
and to “thinking in ceramics,” which in turn has enabled the
development of shapes (Fig. 11) and therapy protocols which
eliminate—or at least reduce—its disadvantages and make
maximum use of its advantages. Both the latest shapes and
types of zirconia implants developed by SDS Swiss Dental
Solutions AG (www.swissdentalsolutions.com) and Dr.
Volz’s SCC Short Cut Concept are based on this knowledge.
The main and most significant advantages of zirconia over
titanium are the following:
• Zirconia is immunologically neutral, metal-free, has no free
electrons, and its ivory color delivers excellent esthetic
results(74, 75). Zirconia poses no risk of peri-implantitis(55)
and has therefore a significantly higher success rate in the
long term than titanium (Fig. 12 and 13).

Figure 13: OPG x-ray taken in March 2019
showing the absence of bone loss around the
eight implants.

Figure 12: Dr. Volz was able to demonstrate the outstanding esthetic properties of ceramics by
means of his first eight prototypes implanted as early as 2000. These implants remain in situ even
today (2020) without any bone loss having occurred.
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• Soft tissue affinity: In contrast to titanium, zirconia
implants(34) attach to both soft tissue (gingiva) and
bone(76). As early as 20 years ago, Dr. Hans Rudelt (University of Hamburg-Eppendorf in cooperation with Tokyo
University) was able to prove this by means of histological examinations of human material preparations sampled
after an implant service life of 20 years. The research
groups around Professor Kniha from Munich(77) and Professor Josep Oliva Damés from Barcelona also demonstrated this beyond any doubt. This affinity supports the
attached gingiva, prevents bacteria from penetrating into
the area between implant and tissue and—for the first
time in the history of dentistry—not only bone grafts but
also ceramics can be used to replace lost bone. Until now,
defects always had to be rebuilt with new bone, since soft
tissue and esthetics depend on the bone available.
• However, since soft tissue also attaches to zirconia and
thus “follows” this material, esthetics can, in many cases,
be restored without the need for bone augmentation.
With titanium implants, the entire implant must, in any
case, be surrounded by at least 1 mm of bone in the mandible and at least 0.5 mm of bone in the maxilla(78). With
zirconia implants, there is a flowing and variable transition, since both bone and gingiva attach to ceramics.
Volz’s postulate: Whenever ceramics are in contact with
bone, ceramics will act as an implant. Whenever ceramics
are in contact with the gingiva, ceramics will act as an
abutment. Titanium implantology tries to make use of
these properties to some extent by placing zirconia abutments on titanium implants and recommending that they
never be removed, as this might destroy the bond created
between the zirconia and the gingiva (“One Abutment,
One Time”).
• The lack of ductility of zirconia ceramics has another
major advantage: In contrast to titanium, which is a highly
ductile material, ceramic implants are anchored in the
jawbone in an extremely rigid and immobile fashion. As a
result, any thin bone tapering off around the implant is
not resorbed. In many cases, bone augmentation will not
be necessary, or the implant can be placed in narrower
bones than with titanium. In addition, it was demonstrated
that in the event of buccal dehiscence, zirconia implants
will heal significantly better compared to titanium
implants(79). Immediate implant placement with one-piece
zirconia implants has proven to be the optimum solution
for single-rooted teeth. Zirconia implants have been available as two-piece implants for all indications since 2013.
The stability of even two-part SDS zirconia implants has
meanwhile even far exceeded the stability of titanium
implants with the same diameter: The increase in stability
was made possible by ceramic structure improvements as
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well as the intelligent shape of the SDS implant, where the
connection is located in the area of the upper, wide part of
the implant —the abutment (or tulip (Fig. 14))—, and therefore does not weaken the thread portion of the implant,
which is again made of solid zirconia (Fig. 14). In addition, the
microthread of the load-bearing area further increases stability, providing the 3.8 mm implant with a core diameter of
3.72 mm. This is otherwise only possible with implants with
diameters of around 4.5 mm.
An increasing number of scientific publications available on
PubMed corroborate the successful placement of zirconia
implants. In summary, the study by Apratim et al. from 2015
states: “Literature search showed that some of the properties of zirconia seem to be suitable for making an ideal dental implant, such as biocompatibility, osseointegration,
favorable soft tissue response and esthetics due to light
transmission and its color.”(61) A recent study by Giulini et al.
also showed excellent results and a remarkable implant survival rate of 100% 7.8 years after insertion(80).
Immediate implant placement according to the SCC Short
Cut Concept by Dr. Ulrich Volz
Replacing a diseased tooth in a single session with a ceramic
implant and an immediate temporary crown constitutes a
unique opportunity and a technique that should be applied
whenever possible. It is difficult to understand why an
extraction wound, which usually involves a large loss of
bone and gingiva, should first be left to heal, making it necessary to then first augment the lost bone before implant
placement is even possible. In addition, osteogenetic activity is highest immediately after extraction, comes to a complete standstill after a few months and needs to be reacti-

Figure 14: “Tulip”
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vated again. Since the tooth socket (the extraction alveolus)
of the removed tooth will be filled with new bone anyway–
as the stem cells contained in the blood know exactly where
to form bone and gingiva–it makes a great deal of sense to
place the implant at exactly this particular point in time, so
that the new bone will automatically grow around it. Titanium implants heal in the sense of chronic inflammation by
releasing TNF-α und IL-1β–similar to the way a foreign body
in the skin is encapsulated by connective tissue (bone is a
special type of connective tissue). Therefore, immediate
implantation with titanium implants is usually very risky and
can lead to severe infections with enormous bone loss.
Since zirconia—an oxidized and thus completely inert material—does not have any free electrons, no infections will
occur if THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT is observed. In
the worst case, the implant will not integrate with the bone
(osseointegrate), but no bone will be lost.
In most cases, the extremely aggressive thread in the lower
part (only present in SDS implants) makes it possible to
retighten the implant. In all probability, this procedure will
be successful once 35 Ncm is reached again. Generally
speaking, success rates of between 92 and 99% can be
expected if the SCC principle is meticulously adhered to,
depending of course on how consistently the protocol is
applied and how well a patient cooperates. This was proven
by a study conducted by Dr. Volz in cooperation with Professor Ralf Smeets and doctoral student cand. med. dent.
Leon Neuhöffer at Hamburg-Eppendorf University, using

Figure 15: Left: The diseased tooth to be
removed, right: The final crown on the SDS
immediate implant with significantly better,
healthier and more voluminous gingiva.

one-piece implants which, in nearly all cases, were immediately restored with long-term temporaries (material: Luxatemp®) and firmly cemented (Durelon™)(81). The resulting
bone loss amounted to only 0.7 mm on average, which corresponds to the average bone loss associated with a late
implant, i.e. the placement of an implant in “healed bone,”
where 1 to 10 mm of bone have already been lost. The “Pink
Esthetic Score” (PES) achieved a value of 12.3 out of a maximum possible 14 points, which, in most cases, resulted in an
increase in gum tissue(81) (Fig. 15 and 16).
Sick teeth can cause severe chronic diseases—but until now,
removing these teeth took a heavy toll, resulting in loss of
bone and gum, esthetics, comfort, time, money and ability
to socialize. Thanks to their unique Dynamic Thread® design,
SDS-Swiss Dental Solutions’ one-piece ceramic implants
are suited for immediate replacement of extracted teeth—
even in the posterior teeth region—in almost all cases. A
temporary restoration with fixed and esthetic plastic crowns
is always possible, at least in the visible area. As a result,
patients will usually receive fixed and esthetic teeth on the
same day and can resume their normal social activities.
Nevertheless, we recommend a postsurgical resting period
of 3–4 days to provide the immune system with the energy
required for healing (“My BIOHEALTH Week”).
A smart integration of basic immunological principles
according to the BTP Biological Treatment Protocol within
THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT will allow for an activation of the immune system and an acceleration of wound
and bone healing and ensure that patients not only suffer
neither pain nor swelling, but also look and feel better as
early as the first postoperative day.
By contrast, the usual tooth removal sequence, three to four
months healing, 3D X-ray, possibly bone augmentation (=
additional five months lost), covering the implant site with a
removable temporary denture and a fixed crown restoration
after another two to six months—would be equivalent to
taking a (an expensive) “detour.” Even the slightest stimulation of the immediate implant by the tongue encourages
tissue metabolism and activates the meridians running
through the rows of teeth. This “principle of stable restlessness” is known from orthopedics and is another reason why
it makes sense to replace every tooth that has to be removed
with an implant, because otherwise not only the “meridian
would atrophy,” but bone and gum in the respective area
would also degrade as a result of a reduction or complete
cessation of metabolism in this area (immobilization osteoporosis).
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Figure 16: The four anterior teeth with resorbed (dissolved) roots, which were replaced with SDS
immediate implants and restored with final ceramic crowns (upper row). Bottom left: The clinical
starting point with exposed tooth necks on the lateral incisors. Middle: The long-term temporaries
on the day of implantation, with the temporaries ending at the “target gingival level.” Bottom
right: More than 1 mm of gingiva has grown up to the edge of the long-term temporaries. The SCC
Shortcut Concept has clearly resulted in a significantly healthier and more esthetic outcome than
the initial situation.

Dentists consider it normal to extract teeth and to then let
these regions “heal,” which means nothing other than that
letting the papilla, gingiva and surrounding bone collapse,
thus irrevocably and significantly compromising the esthetic
appearance. It is astonishing to see that this approach is still
adopted—to the detriment of patients—as it neglects the
principle of “physical integrity” resulting in patients having
to accept massive losses in esthetics and bone volume frequently involving the necessity of later bone augmentation.
Irreversible disadvantages of this type can only be prevented by placing immediate implants, whereby zirconia
performs significantly better than titanium: It is not only
neutral and biocompatible and therefore less susceptible to
infections, but can be shaped in a more voluminous fashion
in the upper section of the implant, the so-called tulip,
which emerges from the gingiva.
Immediate implant placement will result in the tooth socket
healing faster and better than if no implant was placed, and
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the implant will heal faster in the extraction socket because
the extraction will trigger the system’s “healing and bone
formation” process. Therefore, immediate implant placement according to the SCC protocol is considered the best
and most biological “socket preservation” method.
Late implantation
Late implantation differs from immediate implantation in
that the bone has already “healed.” The focus here is on (re)
generating a healthy, widely attached gingiva during
implant placement. An implant is only placed in a “flapless”
fashion if the attached gingiva is very wide and if there is a
seam of at least 5 mm of attached gingiva around the
implant after punching or after “flapless surgery.” Otherwise, a so-called wave-shaped incision is made which follows the oral position of the implant tulip in the shape of a
wave. The attached gingiva thus obtained from the cervical
area is shifted in a vestibular direction and supported by the
high tulip of the SDS implant, ensuring the growth of a
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broad seam of attached gingiva after healing. Thanks to the
drilling protocol for SDS implants in conjunction with the
“Dynamic Thread” developed by Dr. Volz, implants will—for
the first time— have the same primary stability (max. 35
Ncm insertion torque) in all bone classes. This is extremely
important when it comes to ceramic implants, since one of
the disadvantages of ceramics is that they do not dissipate
the frictional heat generated when the implant is screwed
in, and because there is a risk of bone overheating and
denaturation when the implant is screwed into hard class I
bone(82). This is particularly relevant when it comes to cortical bone, which has poor blood supply and can therefore
die and resorb very quickly when compressed. For this reason, 0 Ncm is the optimum torque to be applied in the cortical bone area. We virtually always achieve this torque
when placing immediate implants through the alveolar gap
and have therefore not observed any bone loss in that area
(see the dissertation by Dr. Leon Neuhöffer(81)). The drilling
protocol provides for an extended drilling in hard bone,
thereby creating cavities between the implant core and the
bone, which, on the one hand, reduces friction and thus
heating of the bone, and on the other hand, creates space
for blood and growth factors (bioactive containers, stem
cell niches, healing chambers). This triggers callus formation, resulting in the faster growth of higher quality bone(83–
85)
, namely vascularized lamellar bone (10 to 50 µm per day).
If the implant is in contact with the bone (independent of
the implant material), the bone will switch to poorly vascu-

Figure 17: SDS SWISS DENTAL SOLUTIONS
bone-class-based implantation set

larized and slow (1 to 3µm per day) appositional growth(86,87).
In soft bone class III and IV, the drilling protocol also always
ensures an insertion torque of more than 35 Ncm, which
means that these implants can usually also be immediately
provided with long-term temporaries (Fig. 17) —a huge
advantage for patients. However, when drilling in soft bone,
it is always important to check whether there are grease
drops floating on the blood. This would be a sign of an
FDOK, which must be completely removed in the course of
implantation (see p. 68) and then sealed with the implant as
if by a cork.

BONE AUGMENTATION MEASURES
Bone augmentation measures should always be performed
in the most atraumatic, minimally invasive and tissue-conserving fashion possible in order to avoid damaging the
blood flow and losing esthetics. Even though bone augmentation measures can virtually always be avoided by
means of immediate implant placement according to the
SCC protocol, augmentation is often necessary in patients
who have undergone alio loco extraction:
• Widening of the alveolar ridge: the “Angle Modulation
Technique developed by Dr. Ernst Fuchs”(88) is a method
for a bone spread during which the gingiva is not folded
down. Instead, the piezo technique is used to make vertical and sagittal bone incisions below the intact periosteum. After some gentle stretching and spreading of the
gingiva, this technique will result in a so-called “greenstick
fracture” leading to the release of growth factors and triggering callus formation. The cavity between the implants
must bleed in and must not be filled with bone replacement material, as this would disturb the extremely fast
callus formation inside the “bioactive container” created.
However, the cavity can/should be filled with A-PRF
membranes.
• Internal sinus lift: Here, drilling is only carried out to just
below the cortical maxillary sinus floor which, using
appropriate instruments, is then mobilized in a cranial
direction together with the Schneiderian membrane situated above it. Since the flexibility and (one-dimensional)
extensibility of the membrane amounts to about 132 %(89),
approximately 2.5 to 4.5 mm bone height can thus be
gained(90).
• Intralift™: If a large amount of bone is missing in the maxillary sinus area, this particularly gentle procedure can be
used to build up bone easily and safely in some cases. A
special set (SCA® = Sinus Crestal Approach) is used to
open the bone all the way up to the mucosa of the maxillary sinus (Schneiderian membrane) without damaging it.
We prefer our specially developed method—namely an
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internal lift using Summers osteotomes—which has the
advantage that the Schneiderian membrane is additionally protected by a bone flap. The Acteon™ piezo method
is then used to pump sterile Ringer’s solution via a “trumpet” and spread by means of piezo vibrations, into the
area between the maxillary sinus floor and the mucous
membrane, resulting in its detachment. Now the A-PRF
and the patient’s endogenous bone can be introduced
into the newly created space via the small bore hole.
Unfortunately, however, this method only works with
U-shaped cross-sections of the maxillary sinus, since tension from the Schneiderian membrane must never be
applied to the augmentation material and/or the bone.
This would lead to expulsive forces being exerted and a
potential loss of the augmentation material and/or the
implant. This technique is also indicated if the Schneiderian membrane can only be removed with difficulty and is
strongly attached to the sinus floor bone. This can be
determined very easily beforehand, since this particular
characteristic is always analogous to the condition of the
gingiva: If it can be easily detached, the Schneiderian
membrane will be easily detachable as well (and vice
versa).
• External sinus lift: This procedure is always performed in
the event of difficult or unsafe conditions in the maxillary

Figure 18: Sinus implant

sinus, as it enables a direct view of the area in question,
making it the safest method. Here, the intervention area
will be defined by means of a straight alveolar ridge and
gingival margin incision running over the maxillary tuber
without vertical relief, and a piezo saw used to cut a window. The cavity is filled with a mixture of A-PRF membranes and autologous bone obtained by means of the
safe Scraper™ prior to the window cutting. Additional
bone may also be harvested during the FDOJ surgery in
the adjacent wisdom tooth region, which is usually performed in a first surgical step. The bone should never be

Figure 19: Complete restoration of the upper jaw with insertion of three sinus implants.
Left-hand side: pre-op, middle: post-op after LTT placement, right-hand side: final restoration
(top) and healed implants (bottom)
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stored in a sterile saline solution prior to its use, as this will
lead to bone cell destruction. It is better to store it in the
exudate of the PRF membranes or in patient blood. If at

all possible, an implant should always be placed immediately according to the tent-pole principle in order to support the Schneiderian membrane cranially and prevent a

Figure 20: Significant bone gain after external sinus lift and insertion of (sinus) implants in the first
quadrant (left column) and in the second quadrant (right column).
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collapse of the cavity(91). This can be optimally achieved
with the sinus implant developed by Dr. Volz, which has a
wide plate at its tip that will gently and securely support
the mucosa and thus significantly reduce the risk of perforation (Fig. 18, p. 82). In addition, this enables the creation
of a larger cavity, since the implant now not only acts as a
tent pole, but also has a kind of umbrella at its tip. This is
the safest method, as it provides a direct view of the
intervention area. Hundreds of interventions of this type
have demonstrated that this revolutionary implant design
results in healthy new callus being formed without secondary materials—whether of synthetic, human or animal
origin—becoming necessary (Fig. 19 and 20, p.82-83). New,
endogenous bone always performs best in terms of
angiogenesis, i.e. formation of new blood vessels, this
being the main criterion for whether bone quality and
quantity will be preserved in the long term(92). Bone
replacement material will in principle always represent an
obstacle to new bone formation, as it reduces the size of
the remaining void spaces and thus the possibility of vascularization. Apart from that, a loss of the implant would
lead to a regression to the initial situation in the worst
case. If secondary materials are used during implant
placement and the implant is lost, the mucosa of the maxillary sinus tends to usually get irreversibly damaged and
compromised for the rest of a patient’s life.

Bone Growing Implants
This term refers to a new type of implants, developed by
Dr. Volz in 2016, which make optimal use of the principles
of biology and enable bone to grow both in height and
width, without the need for artificial or animal bone. The
use of these implants makes it possible to reduce costs significantly, since they not only render additional procedures
unnecessary, but also allow for cost savings when it comes
to bone replacement material, screws, plates, bone blocks
and membranes. In addition, there are other bone-forming
shapes which always make use of the tent pole principle
to keep the periosteum or the Schneiderian membrane
at a distance, thus creating a mechanically stable cavity
which will reliably fill with bone due to the osteoinductive
(bone-forming) potency of the periosteum and the Schneiderian membrane(91,93–95).
• Balcony implant: An implant with a balcony-like bulge in
its tulip area that also keeps the tissue at a distance in the
gingival area, seals the socket and enables new bone
growth (Fig. 21).
• Oval implants: These implants are based on the same
principle as disc implants—with the difference that they
have a balcony-shape on each side (Fig. 22).
• Short implants: Another variant that utilizes the principle
of void spaces (bioactive containers, stem cell niches).
The rectangular notches of these short implants increase

Figure 21: SDS Swiss Dental Solutions balcony implants
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the contact surface and both quantity and quality of
newly formed bone on the implant body (Fig. 23).
• Disc abutment: Based on experience with the above-mentioned Bone Growing Implants, Dr. Volz—together with
Professor Alain Simonpieri (developer of the brushing
technique) and Professor Joseph Choukroun (developer
of the PRF technique)— designed a so-called “disk abutment,” which utilizes the parasol effect in a very smart
way (Fig. 24).
The bone management criteria formulated by Professor
Choukroun in 2016 and 2017 and later expanded by Dr. Volz
form the basis for all bone augmentation measures and, in
particular, for Bone Growing Implants:
Bone management criteria
Systemic conditions
• A strong immune system: The immune system can be
strengthened by taking supplements such as Vitamin D3,

Figure 22: SDS Swiss Dental Solutions oval
implants

Figure 23: SDS Swiss Dental Solutions short
implants

K2/mk7 and C, magnesium, zinc, omega 3 fatty acids, by
following an optimized, sugar-reduced alkaline diet and
by abstaining from harmful habits such as smoking, heavy
drinking and excessive use of mobile phones, while reducing EMF exposure in general.
• The ability to form strong bones: Again, this is achieved
by taking the above supplements.
• Activation of the parasympathetic nervous system and
inhibition of the sympathetic nervous system: This is
achieved by taking Vitamin D, which has an antidepressant effect and thus relaxes and brightens the mood, and
an alkaline diet, alkaline baths and infusions. In addition,
patients should refrain from working for at least one day
prior to and at least four days after surgery, reduce microwave radiation (EMF) and receive Procaine as part of
their IV infusion during each check-up appointment.
Local conditions
• Reduced bad inflammation (associated with multinuclear
giant cells): This reduction is achieved by IV administration of cortisone and antibiotics and by taking Vitamins
D3 and C.
• Activated good inflammation: This is achieved by means
of the leukocytes contained in A-PRF and by means of
atraumatic, minimally invasive, but radically clean surgical
interventions.
• Reduced contamination by breath and saliva: This is done
by mixing metronidazole to the augmentation material or
the membrane.
• Stimulated bone and activated bleeding by bone “refreshing:” The oversized preparation prescribed by the biological SDS drilling protocol enables the growth of stem cells
and the creation of bioactive containers and healing
chambers. The same effect is achieved in the area of the
cortical bone by reducing it in terms of volume, i.e. by
preparing the socket in an oversized fashion.

Figure 24: SDS Swiss Dental Solutions disc
abutment
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• The extracellular matrix will improve as a result of traction
relief achieved by using apical mattress sutures, as well as
by the creation of cavities under the periosteum and
Schneiderian membrane, and by leaving the sutures in
place for three to six weeks (monofilaments: Atramat®).
Spacers can be placed by means of screws, plates, the
Choukroun Fast System or the BISS Bilateral Implant Stabilization System developed by Dr. Volz, or in an automated way by using bone growing implants with the wide
SDS Tulip, the sinus disk or the disk abutments, etc.
• If blood flow is to be preserved (Mammoto’s Law), the
cortical bone must not be compressed in any way, since
this bone–which has poor blood flow by nature–would be
additionally compromised.
The aforementioned Bone Management Protocol represents the Holy Grail of biological dentistry, so to speak,
since all measures serve only one purpose: to build up
healthy and well vascularized endogenous bone and keep it
healthy for life! This can be done mechanically by means of
SDS implants in general and BONE-GROWING IMPLANTS
in particular. From a bio-immunological point of view, all
preparatory, accompanying and follow-up surgical intervention measures described here in THE SWISS BIOHEALTH
CONCEPT serve this one purpose. Therefore, all the minute
pieces making up the mosaic of this concept have a deeper
meaning and should never be disregarded.

SPECIAL TECHNIQUES AND ASPECTS
Brushing technique
In order to avoid slitting the periosteum, which entails a
destruction of many blood vessels and damaging of meridians as a result of the long and deep horizontal slit, it is
essential to use the “brushing technique” developed by Professor Alain Simonpieri. Its purpose is to stretch the gingiva
during bone augmentation measures. During this procedure, the intrinsically rigid periosteum is brushed with the
various tools contained in the “brushing kit,” leading to a
vertical separation of fibers without blood vessels being
destroyed or meridians damaged. This technique is based
on the finding that the periosteum, which was originally
thought to be non-elastic, consists of millions of rubber
fibers which are vertically bonded together and which are
separated from each other during the brushing process.
After a few minutes of brushing, the initially rigid gingiva
can be stretched by up to 1.5 cm. Since no blood vessels or
meridians are damaged, the patients will experience no
pain or swelling. Professor Simonpieri has been personally
teaching this revolutionary technique in workshops held at
the SWISS BIOHEALTH EDUCATION CENTER since 2018.
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Apical mattress suture
The apical mattress suture (Fig. 25) was further perfected by
Simonpieri and Choukroun, and represents an extremely
simple and safe technique to generate keratinized “attached
gingiva” purely by using a special suture technique in combination with the brushing technique and A-PRF membranes, without a so-called “free mucosa transplantation”
being performed: An absorbable suture (preferably Atramat®) is placed by inserting the needle deeply through the
periosteum on the facial side and along the bone in an oral
direction. From there, to prevent the suture from tearing,
the needle is inserted again in a facial direction at a distance
of 2–3 mm in order to exit the gingiva 2–3 mm from the
insertion site. The suture is now tightened with a slow and
even pull to prevent the suture or gingiva from tearing. This
pulls the periosteum towards the bone at the level of the
puncture site and removes any traction from the incision
area. As a result, keratinized “attached gingiva” will develop
between this point and the incision area. This technique
must be used for all sutures to avoid traction on the incision
area and thus the risk of dehiscence with a subsequent
infection. For this reason, the surgeon must exert a strong
pull on the lip in the intervention area at the end of each
intervention in order to ensure that no traction is transferred from the lip or “free gingiva” onto the incision area.
This technique is also suitable for treating dehiscences on
natural teeth in a fast, simple and safe fashion by first
detaching the gingiva with a gingival margin incision and
then flapping it open in an apical direction as a “full flap.”
The brushing technique is then used to stretch the periosteum, which is subsequently lined with several layers of
A-PRF to introduce growth factors and stem cells into this
area. In a next step, an “apical mattress suture” is applied in
each interdental space and the gingiva is closed with traction-free single button sutures or so-called esthetic sutures
as used by Dr. Volz.

Figure 25: Apical mattress suture
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Bone replacement
In very rare cases, for example in the event of a substantial
bone defect resulting from an extraction involving a very
large cyst, infection or FDOJ, which cannot be filled and
restored with the largest diameter SDS implant in a stable
fashion, or in the absence of a vestibular lamella or in the
event of extremely thin bone (less than 2 mm) in the sinus
region, we have so far been dependent on the use of bone.
If bone cannot be obtained in sufficient quantity from the
patient, we use human donor bone. This type of bone is
obtained from femoral heads removed and replaced with
prosthetic implants during hip joint surgeries. It is therefore
not cadaver bone, but bone from living donors. This bone is
processed into granules, completely demineralized and
cleaned of all organic matter, which means that there is no
risk of infection. The safety of this bone is additionally guaranteed by blood tests carried out on the donors for all conceivable diseases. Every medium or medium rare steak,
every blood bag and every handshake carries a risk of infection, which is a million times higher. This particular material
is the only one that can actually lead to the formation of
new and living bone. If we were conducting an organ transplant, we would always give preference to human organ
donors and never consider transplanting the heart of a cow
or a monkey.
The dome technique
The “dome technique” developed by Simonpieri and
Choukroun in 2018 is another promising new technique. It
consists of introducing a flattened and folded equine collagen sponge into the maxillary sinus in such a way that the
rather stable structure ends up creating a “dome.” First
results show that within a few weeks, a stable bone layer
starts growing along this collagen membrane, thus shaping

Figure 26: Stabilization of an SDS ceramic
implant with single cage in region 27.

and maintaining a cavity in the maxillary sinus.
BISS – Bone Implant Stabilization System
In mid-2020, an entirely new and unprecedented system
closed the last gap and enabled one-session implantation
even in the most hopeless situations, namely the so-called
BISS – Bone Implant Stabilization System developed by Dr.
Volz in November 2018. This system enables the safe stabilization of any conventional SDS implant in any defect, no
matter how great, promoting the integration of new bone
with the implant according to the “Tent Pole Umbrella principle.” The first 20 pilot surgeries in 2019 were exceedingly
successful and promising in terms of this system’s broad
and reliable applicability. Additional treatments were carried out successfully in 2020. Figures 26 and 27 illustrate
the use of a single cage to to stabilize an SDS ceramic
implant.

FINAL PROSTHETIC RESTORATION
The final restoration will of course always be made with zirconia ceramic and will be preceded by a temporomandibular joint analysis and, possibly, gnathological therapy. It is of
the utmost importance to compensate for any previous loss
of bite height. Even a minor loss of bite height (and reduced
jaw movements/masticatory muscle activity) will reduce
cerebral blood flow(96, 97) as well as venous outflow which is
immensely important for detoxification. 1 mm loss of bite
height resulting in 50% less cerebral blood flow.
This is due to the fact that a loss of bite height always leads
to a compression of the temporomandibular joint which is
located in direct proximity to the large vessels and “pinches”

Figure 27: Single cage for volume and bone
augmentation. SDS ceramic implants or
umbrella screws can be stabilized via the central opening.
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them off. This is not a pathology, but a principle intended by
evolution: Once a human being has fulfilled its reproductive
role, it must age and die as quickly as possible so that it
does not unnecessarily burden the ecosystem. Of course
we have come to reject this principle, opting instead for
anti-aging measures of all kinds and striving for longevity,
because we would like to live as long as possible, maintaining our health and quality of life to the greatest extent possible.
II- and III-surface defects should be treated with ceramic
inlays, e.g. based on the CEREC procedure, which has the
advantage of allowing the restoration of defects in one session, once old fillings or caries have been removed. This
does not only mean that the patient does not have to come
back for follow-up appointments,but reduces the risk of
loss of temporaries, dental cusp fracture and pulp infection.
Crowns and bridges are restored with zirconia and fixed
with glass ionomer cement (Ketac™)–a fully biocompatible
material. Any excess material can be easily and reliably
removed en bloc during the curing phase. A newer approach
involves making sure that the surfaces which are in contact
with the papilla are made of pure zirconia and neither polishing nor overlaying them, but rather irradiating them with
20–50 µm of corundum at 1.2 bar. Gingival tissue will attach
to it in the same way as it attaches to the implant margin
and become perfectly stabilized, which leads to an even
better result in the long term. However, patients should
then no longer destroy this bond by flossing their teeth. The
rapid development of so-called monolithic zirconia restorations with entire crowns made of colored zirconia is facilitating this approach. During the impression stage, no
retraction cords should be inserted under any circumstances, since they–as their name suggests–will lead to
retraction, i.e. loss of gingiva. This outdated technique dates
back to the last millennium and was used with teeth and
implants ground by means of tangential preparation. The
retraction cord destroys the bond between the tooth or
implant and the gingiva during insertion and is only used to
take an impression of subgingival preparations. Subgingival
preparations, in turn, are used to compensate for the retraction caused by the retraction cord. The retraction cord is
therefore the solution to a problem caused by the retraction cord. If the retraction cord is simply omitted, as Dr. Volz
has been putting forward for many years, no retraction will
occur and preparations can be made at gingival level
(equigingivally) without any risk whatsoever. This means
that impressions can be taken safely and easily without
using a cord, creating perfectly shaped restorations (Fig. 28).
Zirconia implants are placed as described in the prosthodontics manual (https://www.swissdentalsolutions.com/
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downloads), taking account of the following important
principles: Reduced occlusal contacts need to be created,
since implants, unlike natural teeth, are not suspended in a
fibrous apparatus and therefore do not give way under
load. If crowns and bridges on implants had the same strong
occlusal contact as natural teeth, they would be subjected
to much greater loading. This can be examined very easily:
The occlusion foil–which has a thickness of approximately
10 µm–should only get stuck when the patients bites firmly,
but not when there is only light contact in the area of
implant crowns.
For the same reason, implants are never splinted with natural teeth as this would restrict their natural range of movement. Instead, they always splinted with other implants,
since fractures are only known to occur on single-tooth
implants. Splints must never be placed across symphyses,
as this might result in the patient suffering from tension,
headaches and migraines. The symphyses (lines of junction) are located in the median line of the mandible and in
the area of the maxillary canines. This is why large, splinted
maxillary implants are separated by the median line. In the
mandible, they are made up of an anterior segment and two
posterior segments. Therefore, 8 implants (“Great on Eight,”
Fig. 29) will always be required for the restoration of an entire
jaw, preventing a blocking of the symphyses and, at the
same time, activating all meridians. A restoration using the
elastic material PEEK should be considered if a splinting of
the symphyses cannot be prevented as a result of the number of implants and the position of the implants required.
We do, in principle, recommend that all materials remaining
permanently in the patient be tested in advance with the
ART technique developed by Dr. Klinghardt.

Figure 28: Preparations, impressions and plaster model production
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DENTAL HYGIENE
Once the restoration has been completed, patients are
advised to only brush their teeth, ceramic crowns and
ceramic implants with a soft toothbrush, using healthy, fluorine-free toothpaste. Under no circumstances should they
use dental sticks, interdental brushes, oral irrigators, superfloss or normal dental floss, as these would destroy the firm
bond between the zirconia ceramic of the crown or implant
and the gingiva. This theory, postulated by Dr. Volz many
years ago, was confirmed when the American Dental Association withdrew its recommendation of dental floss in
GREAT ON EIGHT

October 2017(98)! In addition, we recommend the so-called
“oil-pulling” advanced by Dr. Karach, preferably with virgin
coconut oil in the morning before brushing the teeth. Furthermore, it is extremely important to keep all micronutrients at a high level by regularly taking BASELINE and
BOOST, increasing the amounts in times of stress, as gingivitis is always a symptom of micronutrient deficiency(99 and
not of inadequate dental hygiene. It goes without saying
that dental hygienists or prophylaxis assistants must only
remove and polish superficial concrements and plaque
when performing regular professional dental cleaning.
Under no circumstances should scalers and curettes be
introduced under the gingiva, as they would destroy the
firm bond created. It is much more effective to measure
25-OH Vitamin D3 levels (vitamin D3 storage in the blood)
instead of determining the SBI (sulcus bleeding index) or
the PI (plaque index). This can be done with the D3 chairside test, which makes it possible to determine vitamin D3
levels in just 15 minutes. However, the results will not be as
accurate as a regular laboratory test.

Figure 29: „Great on Eight“
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Scientific substantiation of
THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
A prospective pilot study completed in spring 2020 to scientifically substantiate THE SWISS BIOHEALTH CONCEPT
produced some remarkable findings.

proves the significant improvement in the patients’ complaints—a fact already documented by countless testimonials.

As explained in this brochure, THE SWISS BIOHEALTH
CONCEPT is a comprehensive concept aimed at removing
interference fields in the oral cavity followed by immediate
restoration with zirconia implants in the sense of the ALL IN
ONE CONCEPT (Fig.1 ). The dental measures are part of a set
of carefully matched medical measures, aimed at increasing
immunocompetence and ensuring optimal healing of bone
and soft tissue.

This result was verified by evaluating a second retrospective group, which included patients whose MSQ was
checked up to one year after surgery. The result of around
p < 0.004 provided impressive confirmation of stable symptom improvement beyond the immediate postoperative
evaluation. This is one of the few prospective studies— possibly even the first—to be conducted on the subject of interference field research. It has provided the first scientific
confirmation of the improvement of symptoms observed in
many individual cases, especially of chronic diseases,
through treatment according to THE SWISS BIOHEALTH
CONCEPT.

The pilot study included SWISS BIOHEALTH CLINIC
patients with at least one root-treated tooth and possibly
further interference fields such as, for example, osteonecrosis of the jaw (FDOJ) and/or metal loads such as amalgam.
In addition, they had to have physical symptoms, which
were quantified using the Medical Symptoms Questionnaire
(MSQ). This questionnaire was developed to record the
main symptoms in all organ areas of a patient’s body. The
change in MSQ total score before and after the operation
was the main test parameter.
The pilot study comprised a prospective and a retrospective group. All patients in the first group who had been
treated at the clinic between October 8, 2019, and February
2, 2020, and met the inclusion criteria were evaluated. Evaluation was carried out at two times—immediately before
surgery and a few days after the surgical procedure. Nineteen of the total of 20 patients registered were evaluated.
Despite the small number of cases, the result of p < 0.001
was extremely remarkable in statistical terms (Fig. 2). This

Encouraging results were also yielded by further test criteria with regard to telomere length and mitochondrial function. Telomeres are a biomarker of aging, with shortened
telomeres being associated with chronic diseases. In the
patient shown on the next page, laboratory results showed
telomere lengthening as early as four weeks after surgery,
which corresponds to a reduction in biological age (Fig. 3).
Mitochondria are of central importance for the vitality of an
organism. Mitochondrial diagnostics constitutes an early
warning system regarding the derailment of bioenergetic
processes. Individual patients also started to show significant improvements in this area just a few days after surgery
(Fig. 4). Overall, however, the values in this small group were
insufficient for statistical evaluation.
This study has provided the first proof that THE SWISS BIO-

Figure 1: OPG before (left) and after surgery (right) aimed at eliminating interference fields based
on the ALL IN ONE CONCEPT.
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Figure 2: The MSQ evaluation for the prospective group shows a statistically significant
improvement of the MSQ after removal of all interference fields (left). The example of an
MSQ evaluation shows an improvement in the patient’s general symptoms after restoration
of all interference fields (right).
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Within the age group 46 to 50 years, this result corresponds to
the 36th percentile of the database population for the telomere
lengths of the relevant population sample. The result means that
the telomeres are longer than in 36% of the persons in the
relevant age group and thus still normative with a tendency to
become shorter.

DIAGNOSTICS
INTERPRETATION
The normative length of your telomeres means that your
biological age is approximately equal to your chronological
age in years of life.

The relative mean telomere length of leukocytes is 1.11 (T/S Ratio).

68 %

MEDICAL
METHODOLOGY

TEST RESULTS
Ages 46 to 50

To measure the length of telomeres, the genomic DNA
of peripheral leukocytes is extracted from a blood
sample. As a measure of the relative mean telomere
length, the ratio (T/S ratio) of the variable telomere
length to the constant length of a gene once present in
the genome (single-copy gene) is then determined by
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (Q-PCR) which
is then used as a standard reference. The individual
test result is then compared with the data relevant for
the age group in a database and classified in comparison with the clinical average values.

Within the age group 46 to 50 years, this result corresponds to
the 68th percentile of the database population for the telomere
lengths of the relevant population sample.The result means that
the telomeres are longer than in 68% of the individuals in the age
group in question and are therefore equivalent to the norm.

DIAGNOSTICS
INTERPRETATION
The normative length of your telomeres means that your
biological age is approximately equal to your chronological
age in years of life.

MEDICAL
METHODOLOGY
To measure the length of telomeres, the genomic DNA
of peripheral leukocytes is extracted from a blood
sample. As a measure of the relative mean telomere
length, the ratio (T/S ratio) of the variable telomere
length to the constant length of a gene once present in
the genome (single-copy gene) is then determined by
quantitative polymerase chain reaction (Q-PCR) which
is then used as a standard reference. The individual
test result is then compared with the data relevant for
the age group in a database and classified in comparison with the clinical average values.

Figure 3: Laboratory result on telomere length before (left) and after (right) interference
field elimination (Ganzimmun Mainz laboratory).

HEALTH CONCEPT can make a significant contribution to
the treatment of chronic diseases by removing chronic
interference fields in the oral cavity. The treatment helps to
strengthen the immune system, making the body healthier,
more resistant and more capable of regeneration.. The chal-

lenges posed by increasing environmental pollution and the
global spread of pathogens make it essential to strengthen
one’s own defenses and eliminate interference fields. This is
also important in view of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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BASELINE VALUES

Current values

Baseline value
10/23/2019

1.35

0.39

> 2.5

Coupling efficiency expressed as a percentage

81.39

71.19
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Reserve respiratory capacity in %
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111.17
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> 10

Bioenergetic Health Index (BHI)
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value

Mitochondrial bioenergetics

Cellular oxygen consumption profile

Contribution of non-mitochondrial respiration
to total respiration in %
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Contribution of proton leak to total
respiration in %
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ATP production in %
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Figure 4: Improvement of mitochondrial values within five days after surgical interference field
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elimination. The traffic light system shows a change from predominantly red (right) before the
surgery to green/yellow (left) after the operation (MMD Laboratory, Magdeburg).
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